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386 Students File For
Mid-Year Degrees, MSU

JAYCEES DBJVER CHRISTMAS BASKETS—Members of the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees supplied 41 Christmas
baskets to needy families in the area this year. In the top photo, Jaycee members are busy putting the baskets together
and in the lower photo, Santa Claus and Jaycee vice-president jack Watkins prepare to deliver some of the baskets. Included in the baskets were food baskets,turkeys,fruit baskets and stuffed animals.

A total of 386 students have filed
applications for degrees at Murray
State University at mid-year.
Among the candidates are 268 for
bachelor's degrees, 102 for master's
degrees, nine for associate degrees,
and seven for specialist in college
teaching degrees. They represent 18
states and three foreign countries.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar, said the exact number of
graduates will be determined w
school officials have completed a check
of each candidate's credentals to
certify that all graduate reAdirements
have been met.
No formal mid-y6r graduation
exercise is heldAt Murray State.
Students who Xraduate at the conclusion of the fall semester receive
degrees • mail and have the option to
ret
May to participate in cap and
g
ceremonies.
Among the candidates for graduation
are these from Calloway County, according to-A4SU officials+-- -- Bachelor's Degree
Lea Ann Alexander, Joyce Elain
Bramley,, Clinton Michael Burchett,
Thomas Lee Christenbery, Mary Alice
Crawford, Cynthia Edwards Easley,
William Jeffrey Easley;
Charlotte Ruth Parman Elliott,
Slelviria Adams Fair, Ronald C.
Fletcher, William S. Forrest, Jamie
Carol Frank, Emily Belote Gilliam,
Kerry Gil Gillihan, Roger Stevens
Gordon, David C. Hall;
Sandra Kay Hargrove, Nancy Carol
Herndon, Leslie Ray Humphreys,
Sabrina Ann Tucker Karraker, Nancy
Carol Kursave, Diana Louise Lane,
Kathy Lea Crowell Miller;
Randy Dale Oliver, Kevin John
O'Neill, Deveen Martez Perry, Thomas
R. Schroeder, Rodney Wayne Sheeks,

Carter Completes Cabinet With
Selection Of Joseph Califano
PLAINS,Ga.(AP)- President-elect
Carter today completed his Cabinet by
naming Washington lawyer Joseph
Califano Jr., to head the sprawling
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
The Preident-elect also named former defense secretary James R.
Schleainger as his new energy czar.
And he appointed Theodore Sorensen,a
key White House aide to President John
F. Kennedy,to a top intelligence post.
Carter introduced Califano, a key
adviser to Lyndon Johnson and one of
those behind Johnson's Great Society
programs, Schlesinger and Sorensen at
a
nationally
broadcast news
conference.
The appointment completed Carter's
11-member Cabinet, and the Presidentelect said he may recommend creation
of a new Department of Energy, which
Schlesinger would head.
Carter said his plans on that point
have not yet been drafted. He said while
his ideas are still hazy, his inclination
would be to put into the new department
all energy functions now in the hands of
other federal agencies, including the
Department of Interior, which would be
left with its other responsibilities.
He said Schlesinger's initial role on
the White Hquse staff will be to coordinate current energy programs and to
direct the effort to draft a
comprehensive national energy policy.
"I consider this to be one of the most
important appointments that I shall
make," Carter said.

Califano, 45, said his objective will be
"His No. 1 priority will be to conserve
to help provide HEW's services "with
energy," Carter said. "He recognizes
compassion and efficiency" to all
as I do that we need to reduce the
Americans. He described the agency as
dependence that presently exists on
"the people's department in our
overuse of oil and natural gas, shift to
government.
increased use of coal..."
"I think the noblest work in a
Carter said Schlesinger believes, as
civilized society is caring for its people,
he does, that nuclear energy should be
educating its young, caring for the
used only as a last resort after conhealth of its people, treating the old and
servation initiatives have been taken.
poor, with dignity and respect," he said
Sorensen, 48, has observed the U.S.
in accepting Carter's nomination.
intelligence community in its finest and
Carter said Califano should do "an
darkest hours. As one of President John
outstanding job of correcting the
F. Kennedy's closest advisers,
defects that do exist at HEW."
Sorensen sat in on the meetings of the
But Califano indicated that correc"executive committee" of top adting defects won't involve wholesale
ministration officials during the
changes in HEW's professional staff.
October 1962 Cuban missile crisis.
"A lot of people in that department
Sorensen, who had worked for
have devoted their lives.. there are
Kennedy since 1953, left government
first-rate professionals there," he said.
shortly after the President was killed in
Schlesinger said that in energy
Dallas. After writing a book about the
conservation "we must as a nation face
Kennedy years, he joined the
up to a responsibility which we had
prestigious New York law firm cf Paul,
hoped would go away." He said there
Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton and Garrison.
must be recognition of the need to •
He remained a part of the .unofficial
control the growth of energy conKennedy brain trust, advising Sen.
sumption, and particularly to restrain
Robert F. Kennedy during his 1968
the growth of petroleum imports.
presidential campaign. He rushed to
In this, he said, the new
the Kennedy family compound in
administration will have to define the
Hyannis Port, Mass., in 1969 to council
energy challenge for the American
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy follewing the
people.
auto accident at Chappaquiddick that
Schlesinger is-a former director of
killed a young woman.
the Atomic Energy Commission, but
The President-elect talked to the
Carter disputed a question suggesting
three reporters aboard his small .Air
that the new energy czaris a proponent Force jet
during the return flight to
of nuclear power as a solution to the Georgia
from Chicago, where he atnation's problems.
tended funeral services for Mayor

Blackbirds To Enjoy A
Quiet Christmas Holiday
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - Blackbirds making this state their old
Kentucky home will enjoy a "quiet"
Christmas weekend, courtesy of state
Division of Pest Control.
But it's the weather and not the spirit
of the season that allows the birds
temporary peace.
State Pest Control Director Coburn
Gayle said Wednesday that he plans to
step up efforts to eradicate the blackbirds after Jan. 1.
The weather has been too cold and too
dry to use the chemical detergent PA14, which must be sprayed on the birds
when their feathers are wet.
Theoretically, if...the weather is gold
enough, they will be stripped of their
protective oils and will freeze to death.
Gayle said it's difficult to get the
conditions just right to use the chemical
stirayz ?'he five-day outlook is, once
again, for cold, dry weather with
temperature not expected to rise much

above 20.
"It points up to me again that ( PA-14
is a useless tool," he said, "but it's all
we've got."
Gayle said that if weather conditions
don't improve, the state will begin
irrigating some of the roosts.
The blackbirds must be doused with a
quarter to a half an inch of water for the
spraying to be effective, he said.
The only problem it, that while
irrigation has proved successful in
smaller roosts, it-has not worked well in
larger areas.
The four roosts in Kentucky certified
fot spraying by the federal government
this'winter range in Size _from 15 to 30
acres, Gayle said. But if the state
irrigates only a portion of the roost, the
birds tend to go over to the dry side.
The state will supplement its
chemical warfare against the blackbirds with-The
ftr1Tcide,a poison
bait.

It will be distributed to farmers to use
around their feedlots and grain fields.
Gayle said blackbirds can cost farmers
thousands of dollars in lost feed.
He said the starlicide will -relieve
some of the agricultural nuisance," but
it won't have a widespread effect
Like the loud noise techniques employed by cities like Paducah to drive
away the blackbird population,
starlicide is effective in localized areas.
Such methods alleviate the problem
in certain areas, but the'birds are still
there-they just move someplace else.
Generally, Gayle said, the tprds don't
move more than about a mile away.
He -said-the U.S.-Departnient Of-Interior is working on -one or two
promising materials" to be used to
solve the blackbird problem, but that
federal% authorities say the products
probably won't be en the market-for-a
year and a half to two years.

Richard Daley, whytied Monday.
Shortly after returning home to
Plains, Carter was driven to a hospital
in nearby Americus to see his mother,
Lillian Carter, whe had been admitted
for what a spokesman called "a few
days of examination and rest" after she
complained of not feeling well. Mrs.
Carter is 78.
And Carter's controversial nominee
for attorney general, Atlanta lawyer
and former federal judge Griffin Bell,
said he is quitting three exclusive
private clubs that have no black
members.
Bell had been under fire from black,
leaders for his membership in the allwhite clubs. Black congressional
leaders had indicated they would fight
his nomination because of the club
memberships, out of concern for his
civil rights record while on the federal
bench and because of his support of G.
Harrold Carswell, a Richard Nixon
nominee to the Supreme Court.
Carter, during his aerial interview,
said he takes at face value indirect
assurances he has received from Soviet
leader Leonid I. Brezhnev that the
Soviets will not try to test him in his
first month in office, as was the case
with the late Premier Nikita Kruschev
and Kennedy. But Carter added, "I'll
be prepared if my belief is ill-founded."
Asked if he might attend an economic
summit meeting of leaders of major
non-Communist industrialized nations
to be held in Japan later next year, he
replied,"Possibly."

Subscription Prices
To Increase Jan. 1
The home-delivered subscription
price of The Murray Ledger & Times
will increase to $2.50 per month, effective Jan. 1, 1977, the newspaper's
circulation manager, T. P. Delaney,
Jr., announced today.
"We regret having to raise the
subscription price to our city
customers," Delaney said, "but increases in newsprint and production
costs make the hike necessary."
The rates for mail subscriptions are
not being increased at this time,
Delaney added.

Clear Skies
- The National _Weather Service,.
reports that skies will be clear Friday,
Christmas Eve, with a chance of light
rain or snow on Saturday, Christmas
Day. Highs Friday will be in the 30s,
with lows Friday -night in the teens.
Highs on Christmas DIV ....Will he
generally in the 40s.

Terese Carraway Shemweli, Eugene
Ray Smith;
Carlene Harmon Staley, Eva Joyce
Stewart, Paul Brent Thurman, Lana
Woods Williams ikebecca Fay Wilson,
Joyce Ann „WiSoden, and Mary Beth
Young.
Master's Degree
rl 0. Broach., Charles Alexander
ter, Jr., Festus Asuquo Ekere,
hong Umo Essien, Patrick James
Estes, Charles William Fleck, Rose
Marie Gregory,Daniel Wood Grimes;
Vaughn Ray Harris, Jen Brady
Herndon, All Mohammad Hessami
Ghajar, Scott Douglas Huff, Edward
Louis Johnson,,, Judith Nan Koch,

Robert Benjamin Manor, Ross Brantley Meloan;
William 0. Frederick Neff,George A.
Oliver, Steven J. Payne, Jacob Cornelius Postma, Jay C. Sarup, Julian
KajSpencer, Rita Karen Tosh;
Larry L. Walston, Billie Diane
Hendrix Wilson, and Carolyn Ann
Woolley.
Specialist in
College Teaching
Linda Wilkerson Clark, Barbara
Kathryn Culbert, and Gary Warren
Melton.
Associate Degree
Debra Cunningham and Melia
Lancaster.

International Students
In Murray For Christmas
-Students 'from eight different
countries are represented in the
Internationals who are visiting this
area during the Christmas holidays.
They are guests of members of churches affiliated in the Blood River
Baptist Association. They will be in the
area until January 2.
A program of activities has been
arranged by a local committee to introduce these friends to the various
unique features that make Western
Kentucky a desireable vacation spot.
The Land Between the Lakes area
will be toured, the Ballard Game
Preserve will be visited, the Howard
Brandon Antique Car and Machinery
collection will be seen, several of the
unique businesses will be toured including the popcorn, milk producing
and processing,tobacco, etc.
Times of fellowship will be interspersed throughout the two week
period. Many church groups will host
the group for a meal in their facilities,
and many families will have one or
more of these young people as house
guests for a week.
The Rev. Eugene Meadows, pastor of

Bethel Baptist Church, and the
-Rev.
Jerrell White, pastor at Memorial
Church,co-chairmen for the Friendship
International House, released the
names of visitor and their home
countries, as follows:
Hong Kong: Irwin Hei-Wai To; Andy
Sund; Gary Sing Chow; Miss Teresa
YuHung Kung; Lewis 1(n; Man-Hon
Chu; Peter Tai-Man Cheung; Pak-Kut
An; and Daniel Yeukeung.
India: Sesi Kottapalli; Pramod
Kumar Gupta; Raghu Kackar; Mr. and
Mrs. Narendra Kumar Pandey and
Sonal; Mr. and Mrs. Chandra Pande
and Dipika and Saumitra; Mr. and Mrs.
Satish Mohan and children Surnita,
Vivek,and Ankur.
Iran: Hassan Isfahany, Ahmad
Isfahany, Hassan Golchini.
Jamaica: Miss Cherry Reid.
Japan: Kyoji Fukumoto.
Micronesia: Enty Lucky.
Nigeria: David Christopher Kai.
Taiwan: Mr. and Mrs. Chung-Tong
Lin; Por-Wun Yetr; Miss Chen-Hain
Hou; Hsuan-Hsien Wang; Eric ChenNan Su; Yan-Chun Chung; Tracy Lee
Hin-Lan.

No Room.
By BILL HENDRICK
Associated Press Writer
BETHLEHEM, Ky. ( AP)- There'll
be no room at the inn in this little town
on Christmas eve. There are no inns.
And there will be lots of holiday

Duck Hunter
Rescued By
Volunteers
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Unit rescued a duck hunter from an
island on Kentucky Lake. last night,
according to a rescue squad
spokesman.
Donald Stanbaugh, 26, was duck.
hunting on Kentucky Lake near Patterson Point Wednesday when he
suffered injuries from a fall in his boat.
He was released from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital today after
being held overnight for observatiein.
He reportedly was suffering from
exposure to the cold and from head
injuries.
Stanbaugh was reported overdue
from the hunting trip at around 6:30
p.m. Wednesday, and was found on the
island, signaling with a flashlight, by
the rescue squad at about 8:30 p.m.

• •

spirit, but no Christmas spirits.
Thousands of tourists drive through
this Henry County community of about
200 every year the week before
Christmas to view a live nativity scene
set up annually.
And some come to have their cards
and letters and packages stamped with
the Bethlehem postmark, says Mrs.
Lee Peyton, who runs the post office.
But those who come for holiday
spirits rather than cheer are out of luck.
Although surrounded by distilleries,
Bethlehem - located about 80 miles
north of Nazareth -is dry.
No booze is sold here, not even
eggnog, says Henry County Sheriff
Tommy Bryant.
."There's no place to buy Christmas
spirits in Bethlehem," the sheriff
laughed. "We don't have much of a
problem with that because the peoPle
come for the nativity scene, not to
drink."
(See Rooms. Page 12)

Local Offices
To Close For
The Holidays

All government offices in the area
and many businesses will be closed
Saturday, Dec. 25, in order to celebrate
One Section Today
• the Christmas holiday.
Local Scene
2,3
In addition, many businesses ha t•
Horoscope
2
announced
plans to either close early or
Dear Abby
3:
to close all day Friday, Dec. 24, for the
Opinion Page
4
holiday, and to reopen at regular hours
Sports
'
6, 7,8 c
on Monday. Dec. 27. A few businesses,
Crossword
10
Comics
however, have announced plans to
10 't
Classifieds
remain open on Christmas Day.
10, 11
Deaths & Funerals
The Houston-McDevitt Clinic offices
12
will be closed all day Friday and
Saturday and will reopen Monday. All
'offices in the Calloway County Courtheuse will be closed Friday, as will
offices in Murray City Hall. Many of the
courthouse offices are closing early
An Aurora man has been sentenced in
today.
Calloway County Court in connection
Windews at the Murray Post'Office
vith charges of menacing and
will close at 4 p.m. Friday. There will
of -wild.garne out of season, be-no d}apatch of ineornnyg or outgoing
a6cording to court records.
mail on Saturday, Dec. 25.
Jerry Wayne Russell, of Aurora, as
The Murray Ledger & Times will not
sentenced to a fine of $214.50 on the publish an edition on Saturday, Dec. 25.'
charge of possession of wild game out of so that newspaper employes may enjoy.
season,_and_to 60 days in the county jail the holiday with their 'amities. The
on the menacing charge, according to newspaper will resume publication on
the judge's office.
Monday, Dec. 27.

TODAY'S INDEX

Aurora Man Is
Sentenced Here

•
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West Fork
Women Meet_

Pants holder
Having trouble keeping your
trousers tucked into your
boots' Try. stitching a piece of
elastic inside each leg, to fit
under each boot and hold the
pants in place.

The West Fork Baptist
Church Women met Monday,
December 6, for the program
in observance of the Lottie
Moon Week of Prayer for
Foreign Missions.
LaRue Sledd presided and
opened the program with the
singing of "Joy To The
World."
Taking part in the program
on "Good News Of A Great
Joy" were Mrs. Cora Byrn,
LaRue Sledd, Anna Usrey,
Doris Greer, Cozy Garland,
and Martha Butterworth.
Others present were Anne
Nance, Susan Lee, Genita
Higgins, Violet Johnson,
Charlene Norsworthy, Gladys
Gupton, and Elaine 'Collins.

2CARAT
DIAMOND
SALE!

Miss Jsmet Scott Is Married To
Mr. Denton At Memphis Church
The wedding of Miss Janet emerald green tulle. Each
Lee Scott, daughter of attendant carried a white fur
Clarence West Scott and the muff with a bouquet of
late Mrs. Lida Anderson Scott American Beauty roses and
of Memphis, Tenn., to Thomas starlike stephanotis.
Tina Park was the flower
Stewart Denton of Murray,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Stewart B. girl, and Bret Hines, cousin of
Denton of Louisville, was the bride from Birmingham,
solemnized on Saturday, Ala., was the ringbearer. The
December 11, at 7:30 p. m. at candle lighter was Jimmy

Your Choice

2 CARAT
CLUSTERS

'999
OPEN NIGHTS AND SUN
Illoo.ohons Inia,g•t/ To Show Dotod

je ire

/

(4.1

[ MICHELS°N'S

GUESTS HERE
Mrs. Ann Hamilton and
daughter, Christine and son,
Charles Andrew, of Winter
Park, Fla., are the guests of
their mother and grandmother, Mrs. Christine
Rhodes, and their aunt, Miss
Mayme Whitnell. Enroute
home they will visit their
sister and aunt, Mrs. Sara
Hinman of Columbus, Miss.
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Thomas Stewart Denton

the Second Presbyterian McNiel II of Panama City,
Fla.
Church, Memphis, Tenn.
Best man for Mr. Denton
Dr. Lane Adams, church
Lee Davis, his brother-inwas
the
at
officiated
pastor,
ceremony. A program of law from Louisville.
Groomsmen were Scott
music was presented by Mrs.
Watkins Overton and Miss Hines and Todd Hines, cousins
Marjorie McElroy, soloists, of the bride from BirDavid
Ala.,
and Mrs. Jerome Robertson, mingham,
of the bride
cousin
Grimm,
organist.
•
Memphis, Tenn.,
from
Bride's Dress
Loury of Murray,
Charles
The bride was lovely in her
wedding gown of imported Michael Maharrey of New
white embroidered velvet Albany, Miss., and Ed
trimmed around the train in Wolfmeyer of Memphis, Tenn.
Standing in for the bride's
white imported fur and
enhanced with 2,000 seed mother was Mrs. Frances
pearls and embroidered Hines of Birmingham. Ala.,
flowers along the full length of cousin of the bride.
Receptions
the train. Her tiara crown with
The first of two receptions
seed pearls and sequins was
immediately
held
was
trimmed in white fur.
She carried a bouquet of two following the ceremony at the
dozen American Beauty roses. church. A second reception
Mrs. Susan Davis of was held later in the evening
Louisville, sister of the groom, starting at eleven p. m. at the
was the matron of honor. The Grand Regency Bridal Suite,
Hotel,
Regency
bridesmaids were Miss Hyatt
Melanie Hines and Miss Jill Memphis, Term.
Assisting at the receptions
Hines, cousins of the bride
from Birmingham, Ala., Miss were Mr. and Mrs. Stewart B.
Rhonda Grimm of Ger- Denton, parents of the groom,
mantown, Tenn., cousin of the Mrs. Susan Davis, sister of the
bride, Miss Joanie Goltcl-unan groom, and her husband, Lee
of St. Louis, Mo., Miss Bar- Davis; Mrs. Georgia Belk of
bara Berry of Atlanta, Ga., Picayune, Miss., and Mrs.
and Mrs. Pam Wolfmeyer of Maggie Hubbard of Madison.
both aunts of the groom.
Memphis, Tenn.
The couple left later for a
The attendants were attired
in emerald green dresses of wedding trip to Washington,
imported crushed velvet D. C., and New York City
trimmed in white fur. Their followed by an outing in the
headpieces were of white fur Poconos Mountains of Pennwith floor-length veils of sylvania with the bride
wearing a rust pants suit with
white fox-fur trim, rust hat,
brown boots, and purse.
MISS YOUR PAPER/
The bride attended the
Subscribers who have not
University of Newchatel,
received their home-delivered
Newchatel, Switzerland, Ole
copy of The Murray ledger &
Miss,
State
Memphis
Times by 5:30 p a Monday.
_University, and University of
Friday or by 3-30p a on SaturColorado. She is a petroleum
days are urged to call 753-1116
investor.
between 5.30 p. a_ and Op. on.,
Mr. Denton attended Ole
Monday friday, or 3:30 p
Miss and Murray State
and 1 p a Saturdays, to Magee
University. He will receive his
delivery of the newspaper (atls
B. S. Degree in Veterinary
week
must be placed by Op.
Medicine and will be engaged
days or 1 p nt. Saturdays to
in further studies leading to a
guarantee delivery.
teaching post or to a practice
in veterinary medicine

We Will Be

Closed
Friday, Dec. 24th

Open -6:45
Start -7:15
';11111S War E11110111FSS(WITTIUAMSAD

Frances Drake

TEA

Phebian Class
_ _Bolds Social
The Phebian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church held its Christmas
social in the form of a breakfast at Perkins Pancake
House on Sunday, December
5, at eight p. m.
Hussung
Karl
Mrs.
inspiring
an
presented
devotion on the theme of
"Christmas Giving." Mrs.
James Rogers, president,
presided and presented gifts
from the class to the teacher,
Mrs. Theron Riley, and the
assistant teacher, Mrs..
RudolphHoward. -- — —
present
were
Those
Mesdames Riley, Rogers,
Hussung, Joe N. Cohoon, Billy
Joe Puckett, J. B. Burkeen,
Judy Hood, Vernon Shown,
Wayne. Flora, Clyde Miller,
Paul Lyons, Jr., Joe Pat
Ward, members, and Mrs.
Thomas, mother of Wt..
Shown, as guest.

Your Individual Horoscope

•
The bridal couple will reside
at 812 North 20th Street,
Murray.
Prenuptial Events
The rehearsal dinner was
held December 10 at eight p.
m. at Hugo's Restaurant atop
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1976
the Hyatt Regency Hotel in
A good word from the right
Memphis, Tenn., with music
What kind of day will
You could find that you've
source may enable you to attain
emended a lot of time and
by the Dry Blurnberg Group. tomorrow be? To find out what
the recognition you have been
energy to no useful purpose.
The bride and groom's the stars say, read the forecast
seeking. You have just cause for
luncheon was held December given for your birth Sign.
optimism.
AQUARIUS
11 at eleven a. m. at the Four ARIES
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
of t Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
VIRGO
Restaurant
Flames
Don't start anything without
t Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) TIP%
Memphis, Tenn., with music
knowing if you can follow
Face possible changes with
If you're planning an unusual
through. All efforts and amequanimity. With YOUR knowby Ozy Blumberg.
venture, it would be wise to "go
bitions must be carefully
A tea was held December 11 how and ingenuity, you can
it alone" for the present.
directed now. Neither follow
cope. Romance in high favor.
at two p. m. in the Regency
Associates may be unreliable or
new trends blindly.
Court, Hyatt Regency Hotel, TAURUS
impractical.
PISCES
LIBRA
Memphis, Tenn., with music ( Apr. 21 to May 21)
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Xig;
I Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
What's expedient is not
by Dry Blumberg Group.
have
which
Be careful in handling perproblems
Certain
always wise. Be careful where
sonal affairs; there may be
been bothering you may be
and when you must refuse,
resolved now. Good deeds of the
some tricky areas, a few kinks
consent, or dismiss suggestions
to iron out before taking action.
past may also pay off. It should
from your mind. But don't
be a very happy day.
Some conflict of interests inautomatically reject another's
dicated.
idea.
SCORPIO
r Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
GEMINI
YOU BORN TODAY are
An auspicious period! Go
May 22 to June 21)
endowed with fine business
The Baptist Women of the
—
worthwhile
is
after
whatever
You may face some comacumen, self-reliance and
Elm Grove Church observed
with all the vigor you can
plications — in quite unexpracticality; are independent,
foreign
for
which
prayer
of
trifles
muster. By-pass
the week
pected areas. How you handle
and
energetic
highly
interfere with essentials.
missions November 28 to situations and the pace you set
progressive in your thinking. U
SAGITTARIUS
you do not veer to the business
December 5 with the program will determine their solution.
1;
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) e4r
world as a career, you could
theme for the week being CANCER
Personal relationships at
shine in intellectual pursuits.
"Good News Of A Great Joy." (June 22 to July 23)
their best. In fact, a friend or
Many writers, journalists,
and
facts
to
close
Stick
were
persons
Twenty-two
close associate may be ineducators and lecturers have
Don't
imagination.
your
control
present for the Monday night
strumental in helping you to
been born under Capricorn.
try to put a square peg into a
solve a difficult situation.
meeting. On Tuesday twelve round hole Pick your way
Tendencies to curb: scarcaarn
CAPRICORN
in speech and a strait-laced
the discreetly.
members attended
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
attitude toward life. Birthdate
program at Jonathan Creek to LEO
Try not to set too fast a pace
of: Matthew Arnold, Eng. poet,
-hear Bro. and Mrs. Stanley (July 24 to Aug. 23) 124"g
— either for yourself or others.
critic.
Crabb tell about their work in
Italy.
June Crider opened her
home for the Thursday
meeting with fourteen persons
present. The Friday meeting
was held in the • home of
Elizabeth Matthews with
thirteen persons in attendance.
At the Friday business
meeting with Bobbie Burkeen,
president, presiding, the
minutes were read by Juanita
Lee and the financial report
was given by Letha Cossey.
The meeting was closed
Murray Ky.
with the group singing "Silent
Night."
The January meeting will be
held on the second Tuesday at
130 p. m.

Saturday, Dec. 25th

"Colonial House
Smorgasbord"
Will be Closed for

HAMBURGER
The hamburger is said to
have been popular in Germany before immigrants
brought the idea to the United
States. But Americans were
the first to put it on a bun. This
happened in 1904 at the St.
Louis World's Fair, where the
ice cream cone also was invented, and iced tea first
served.

VACATION
Dec. 24 thru Jon. 3, 1977

Happy Holidays

CHRISTMAS
COUNTDOWN
REGISTER FOR
$2500 WORTH OF

GROCERIES
Given Away FREE each
lits'
week until Christmas Day
Register at KWIK-PIK, located corner of Glendale and Whitnell.
Whitnell

yiEEKLI OPEN 24
DRAWING HOURS

641 So.

753-2617

So 12th

We've got the Christmas Spirit. Each week until Christmas
Day, KWIK-PIK will give away $25 of FREE groceries to a
shopper who registers for our weekly drawing. No purchase
is necessary. Register often. The more times you register
the better our chances of being the lucky shopper.
Drawings will be
11.,EENN_1Uikt a to
',it
r ning on
s morning
r
chr D
d Mond
i22

To Celebrate The
Christmas Holidays

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Bel-Air

Nov.
DNov.
e.29
6 •■.. Vince Heise
Joan Gilbert
13.Dorothy
Grogan
Dec.
Sec. Zu
Dec. 27

1
of
Winner....
Dec. 20 Drawing is

Mary K. Kirks
Fox Meadow
Trailer CI.
Murray

-pik MARKETS

You can win $25 worth of
groceries. Register for the weekly
drawing at KWIK-PIK

A
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Thursday,- December 23
Murray-Calloway
Comprehensive Care Center will
be closed. For emergency call
toll free 1-800-592-3980.
Friday, December 24

Husband Shouldn't be
Such a Good Friend
By Abigail Van Buren
s 1976 by ChKago Tr..* N

Mfr. Send Inc

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are both 28. We've
been married for four years and have one child. My
husband's best friend, Don, is separated from his wife, and
Don knows this girl who's divorced and has a nice
apartment. He likes her but doesn't want w get too
involved, so every night after work he asks-my husband to
go with him to this girl's apartment for a few hours, so he
can use My husband as an excuse to go home. And ,what
gets me is that my husband has agreed to this(dumb
arrangement!
Abby, do you think maybe there's something -funny
going on, like maybe there are TWO girls rather than just
one at Don's girlfriend's apartment?
MARY
DEAR MARY: Whether there's one girl, two girls or the
whole Vassar class of '69 at the girl's apartment, if I were
you, I'd ask my husband to bag the deal. And on the
double.

Mrs. Paschall
Hostess For
Group Meet

DEAR ABBY: I need the advice of an outsider on this
very emotional situation:
When I was 17, I became pregnant. I never told the
father since I had known him only a few weeks, and I
realized it would be disastrous for him to marry me even if
he agreed to.
I had a darling son. When he was six months old I
married a wonderful man who has never mentioned my
past to me or to anyone else. The birth certificate was later
changed from my maiden name to my married name. We
have two other children and a great marriage.
My son is now 9-years-old, and he doesn't know that the
man he calls "Dad" is not his real father. Some relatives on
both sides and a few friends know the truth, but I've never
told anyone who the boy's real father is.
Abby, I can't bear to tell my son the truth, and my
husband doesn't want to tell him either. Please tell me how
•-•.' to handle this. What do I tell the boy? And what do I say
.about his real father since it would be impossible for him to
meet him—ever. II don't even know where he is now, and I
don't want to know.I
I want to do what is best for my son.
TERRIBLY TROUBLED

For Abby's booklet. "How to Have t Lovely Wedding,'
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lask70r.. Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
I 24t) envelope

•

ICE CREAM NOW
Years ago, ice cream was a
delicacy we would enjoy on
special occasions, particularly in the summer. Now
it's available all year round.
Ice cream makes a notable
contribution to your nourishment. Proteins, calcium and
riboflavin (a B-vitamin ) are
the main nutrients.

416

THE GOODIE PLACE

•Baskets •Wicker Furniture
•
•Doll House FurnitureEtAccessorie
•H um'we's
•

•

OPEN
SUN.
1-6 PM

•

01

•

MEN'S DISCOUNT STORE

Mr. and Mrs Russell
have three children, a son
Dr Eugene Russell, ot
Murray,
(we
and
daughters, Mrs Ethelyn
Summerville, of Toledo,
Ohio, and Mrs. Edith
Lawrence, of Winfield,
Missouri, They have nine
grandchildren and fourteen
great grandchildren
Friends and relatives are
invited to attend the anniversary
celebration,
however Mr and Mrs
Russell request no gifts,
please

I
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S17.95

PANTS

We Wish
You A Very
Merry Christmas
Betty and Bill

The Lamplighter
Restaurant
489-2740

/RAF/PEOPLES/BANK
(.7
KY.

Member FDIC

Bel-Air

1/ I • ••
•• • • ••
IS I II
SO I. It

•
•

Center

WO SO
WV 00

Open Daily
9AM-9PM
1-6 Sunday

\NV

IM saving money
on every prescription

•••••••num
COIOVIOT
SPOUT COATI
& PANTS '

since I started
buying from

• OM

SA V-rite.

NI

You can too!

iu

KNOW YOUR PHARMACIST
E

Your Pharmacist at SAY-rite
is a Specialist, Experienced
and Carefully Trained to Fill

ow
,

Your Prescriptions Effectively
and to Advise Yon About Your
Health Needs!

LILLY INSULIN
U-40 $177
U - 80 $ 19
U - 100.391

$288- imut

13000
Vitanlin
High-potency
Sul:10
vitamin formula with
= -2-1 S11111:-Z
firs rte.,'tett or it 1.71

1111111M

p,
-•

C
0

and all my drug needs

for active people on the
job,
on the
go
myadec
100
driabs"
With 30 Free

IMPIMIM
M$ TAU NM

Maar MO CMS
MD CAW

We will reopen for New Years
Eve Dinner 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. and
Country Ham Breakfast 12 a.m. to
3 a.m.

Who controls this account?
If you open an IRA, you exercise complete control over your own account. You can withdraw
your funds at any time. We must caution you,
however, that there is a stiff 10% tax penalty for
unauthorized early withdrawals from your account, in addition to having to pay current income tax on the withdrawal. Our point is,
though, that if you have to have the funds, you
can get them.

Myadec Vitamins

11330 P.

We will be closed December 23
thru December 30.

COMPARE
tel
OUR
LOW! LOW!
MORE, PRICES

MEN'S VESTED SUITS
•,.COWS TO 010011 ROM

IT Sar IMMIT

The
Lamplighter
Restaurant

ccount

MURRAY

N.so land
Fl Nock.
top 2/
1
2mei.

He Also Gives You
DISCOUNT PRICES

Mar OOP TM 11111157-851.111118T-MOI505MII YOB
"VIM OW ima 05 OAV1 1111M MII1V116
WOOLY - TMI A05A1ITAG 0 1151811AT NM

11/0

located
6 miles W. of
Student
ea Ihrf. 121

ndividual Retirement
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IT'S "CASH-SAVINGS" WEEK

suas

Budgeting time for food preparation is part of the
overall concern in menu planrung, especially if
you're holding down a job and running a household_
Often a meal, whether a quick casserole or heated
leftover-type meal, needs just that little "extra"
touch to make it appealing. Fruit flavor gelatin is a
boon at times like that. Count on its versatility to be
served as either salad or dessert. Refreshing peach
flavor gelatin is a perfect companion with a few
other ingredients. Fruit, fresh or canned, can be
added according to package directions. Try to take
advantage of fresh fruit specials in season for a real
treat for the family and for the budget.
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Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Murray Senior Citizens. No
planned activities are announced.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Gladys Houston of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

AURORA. KY

474.2256

Mr. and Mrs. Ottis
Russell, of Wingo, route 1,
will celebrate their sixtieth
wedding anniversary with
an open house at their home
on Sunday, December 26,
from 2:30 until 4.30 o'clock
in the afternoon.
The
Russells
were
married November 12,1916,
at Dukedom, Tennessee,
With Squire Thacker performing the ceremony
Their attendants were
Orville Forester and the
late Mrs Opal Forester,
sister of Mrs Russell_

Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.

The Gladys Williamson
Group of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church held its
Christmas party on Tuesday,
December 7, in the home of
Mrs. Laura Paschall.
A brief business session was
held to discuss plans for
buying Christmas presents for
the group's twin orphan
children.
Refreshments were served
and gifts were exchanged
among the secret pals.
Those
present
were
Mesdames Joyce Gibson,
Laura Paschall, Denecia
Lovins, Suzie Scott, Becky
Vance, Evie Paschall, Mary
Janice Cooper, Suzie Cathey,
Natalie Brown, Becky Nance,
Gail Turner, Marketia Cain,
Ellen Hurt, and Miss Sandra
Hughes.
The next meeting will be
held January 4 at the home of
Mrs. Marketia Cain.

DEAR TROUBLED: When you think your son is
sufficiently mature to handle it, you and your husband
should tell him the truth—all of it. If someone tells him
before you do, you will have to deal with it at that time.
It will be very difficult to explain that you knew his
biological father only a few weeks and don't know where
he is taday. Also that he was never told about the boy.(In
some states adopted children are legally able to search for
their biological parents.) I wouldn't lay such upsetting
news on a child of 9.

•

Mr. and Mrs. Jeddie B.
Cathey will be honored on
their 50th wedding anniversary with an open house
at their home, 1612 Main
Street, Murray, from two to
four p.m.

Murray and Calloway
Monday, December 27
Transit System will operate
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
regular city route and one on F. la A. M. will meet at 6:00
call bus from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the lodge hall for the
p.m. For transportation today election of officers.
call 753-9725 no later than 12
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Crisp
will be honored on their 50th
Murray-Calloway
Comwedding anniversary with a
prehensive Care Center will
reception at the Murray
be closed and for emergency
Woman's Club House from
call toll free 1-800-592-3980.
two to five p.m.
Friday, December 24
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Calloway County Public
Presbyterian
the
First
Library will be closed.
Church, Main and 16th
Senior Citizens office will be Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
closed today.
Tuesday, December 25
Aglow Fellowship will meet
Saturday, December 2.5
at Kenbar Inn at 10:30 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ftayburn, All interested persons are
Murray, will be honored on invited.
their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception at
Murray TOPS Club will
the Benton Country Club, meet at the Health Center at
Benton, from three to five seven p.m.
p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens wW
Calloway County Public meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Library will be closed.
Dexter Center.

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I married in 1927, were
divorced for a little over a year, and then married each
other again. Neither of us was every married to anyone
else.
Sunday, December 26
We had planned to have a golden wedding anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hargis
party in 1977, on the anniversary of our first marriage, but
a relative said it wouldn't be "legitimate- because we will will be honored on their 50th
not have been married for a full 50 years. What do you say? wedding anniversary with a
WONDERING reception at the Holiday Inn
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
DEAR WONDERING: I say go ahead and have the
celebration as planned. And anyone who questions the
"legitimacy" of it doesn't have to come.

Budget meal booster

Russells To Be Honored
Sixtieth Wedding Anniversan-

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
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Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of providing • forum for the free elltildage of differing
opinions letters to the editor in response to editorials and
opinionated Articles are encouraged
The editors of thss newspaper strongl believe that to lunit
opinionated articles ii., only those which parrallel the editorial
plill000phs of this newspaper would be • disserv e to our readers
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand of
the {dews presented bs an individual writer no ulurnn to respond
tth their feelings on the particular issue being discussed

The Murray Ledger & Times
[
Walter

L. Apperson, publisher

Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS.Inc.

H. Gene McCutcheon,editor

EDITORIAL

story
The
Christmas
represents the beginning of
Christian civilization of- the
west. Our calendars mark the
date of Christ's birth and our
laws and rules of conduct are
based otiHis teachings.
Today, millions of Christians
the world over commemorate
the birth of a Child in a stable in
a crowded Judean village some
2,000 years ago. The miracle
birth which was made known to
the astronomers and a few
the
marked
shepherds
beginning of the christian

By M.C. Garrott
Do you and your family do something
special at Christmastime—something
which has become or maintains a
family tradition? I asked around, and
came up this these.
Otis and Barbara Erwin have a
Christmas tradition in their family of
having a breakfast of quiche lorraine
topped off with strawberry shortcake.
Now, I'm portly familiar with
strawberry shortcake, but the quiche
lorraine sent me hustling off to the folks
in the Home Economics Department at
Murray State for help.
I learned it is a French dish
originating in the province of Lorraine
and looks like an egg custard pie with a
crust. Its basic ingredients are eggs
and cheese, although most variations of
the recipe also include bacon bits and
possibly some onion. Asparagus and
other vegetables usually are added, too.
I'm gaining weight just thinking about
it.
The Erwins have had this for breakfast on Christmas morning since their
oldest, Anne, a senior at Murray State,
was a baby.
++++
Dan Shipley and his daughters, Dana
and Gina, always go into the fields to
cut their own tree. Dan thought he
would get out of having to do this this
year as the girls were growing up. Oh,
no, they cried, they want to continue the
tradition. It's a heart-warming part of
their Christmas — to go with dad to get
the tree.

rule which could maintain
peace and good, will:
"Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you."
The gift and sacrifice of
God's Son was the love gift of
the ages and anyone who
harbors hate and greed on this
holy day is out of step with the
season.
Today's children will be
tomorrow's adults and the
future's elderly. This year
make Christmas as bright,
glorious and holy as a holiday
program in a country church on
a wintry night.
It is our hope that the
Yuletide season in all its beauty
and glory will bring health and
happiness to your home — and
peace to the world. It will make
Christmas 1976 a time to be
remembered.

religion.
It is fitting that we celebrate
the birth of our Savior with
music, with gifts and with
fellowship. It is also fitting that
we probe deeper into the
Chrismas story for guidance in
handling our problems at home
and around the world.
Today's rulers are struggling
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The Editor's
Notebook

Some Christmas Traditions
Murray Families Observe

in vain with the problems of
human relations. We fall back
on legislative panaceas and
police power to re-establish
mutual respect between men
and nations.
Yet for 2,000 years we have
had before us the one golden

Christmas is a magical time.
It is a season of memories that
dates back from now to all of
yesterday's Christmases, all
the way back to Bethlehem.

./.0
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Garrott's Galley

Christmas:
Time To Remember
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Copley News Service

Christmas star

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 121 St., Benton

Now Has A LocalNumber
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

At the Vernon Shown home,everyone
drinks their orange juice in the
bathroom before going in to open their
gifts. Vernon gets up early, builds a
fire, prepares the orange juice and puts
it in the bathroom. He wakes up the
family. They've done this since Timmy,
the oldest, was a baby. They also make
a family affair of opening Christmas
cards. No cards are opened and read
until all are seated around a table.
Vernon opens them one by one and
passes them along to Margie, Timmy,
Carolyn and Tommy to read. That's
kind of nice, I think.
++++
At the Dave Dickson home, no one
has ever been permitted to bound down
to the tree until dad has turned on the
tree lights and put on the Christmas
music, which is a recording of the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir. They then
sit down together and read the
Christmas story before they open their
gifts.
On Christmas Eve, supper is Dave's
own, homemade Christmas soup, made
from a recipe handed down in his
family, of which there were eight
children.
++++
A family dinner on Christmas Eve
has become traditional for Guy and
Lurline Billington. Around their table
at 1006 Sharpe will be Ted and Jonie and
their three, Julia, Claudia and Cheryl;
Bob and Peggy with their two, Robert
and Jason; and Virgil and Anna Ruth
Harris and Anna Ruth's Steve and
Kathy Guerin. After dinner, they open
their gifts. Guy and Lurline can then
sleep as late as they want Christmas
morning, while the others have
Christmas at home.
++++
L J. and MeWe Hertin will be in
DuQuoin, Ill., for another gathering of
the Hortin clan and another big helping
of plum pudding, the recipe for which
has been in Dr. Hortin's family for
generations and which came from
England. It is cooked for four hours,
just like the one enjoyed by Tiny Tim
and the Bob Cratchit family.
For years, the reunion was held at the
home of Dr. Hortin's father, Vernard,
who died 10 years ago at 92. Now that
their mother, too, has passed away,
they'll be at brother Duane's home.
There were six boys and one girl in the
family, and all are living. All the boys,
as well as their father, were school
teachers. Reading of the Christmas
story and the singing of carols also is
part of their traditional get-together.
++++
Wells Purdom's sister, Mrs.
Gwendolyn Dick, and her husband,
Kelly, of Paris, Tenn., will spend the
night Christmas Eve with Wells and
Alice again — just as they have been
doing since the Purdoms were married.
There'll be an open house—buffet and
eggnog—for close friends that night at
the Purdom home, followed by a big
family breakfast Christmas Day with
Wells, Jr., John Neale and Tim and
Patsy Miller and their families.
++++
Tech and John Farrell and their two,
Keith and Marlene, always attend
midnight mass — again this year at St:
Leo's — before having breakfast at 2 or
2:30 a.m. Then to bed to await Santa.
Here; too, no one is permitted downstairs to the tree until John has turned
on the lights and Christmas music, but
what Tech and John didn't know for
many years was that Marlene always
managed to sneak down for a peep
before asi this took place.
++++
Gus and Mildred Robertson's
families come to their house for
Christmas Eve. They read the
Christmas story, sing carols and have
prayer together before opening their
gifts. There will be 25 or 30 of them and
will include their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Gus Robertson, Sr., and Rev. and Mrs.
R. A. Stinker.
++++
Merry Christmas to you all!
May the true message of Christmas
cause each of us to more fully realize
the presence oDour Lord and Saviour
and the gift of his sufficient grace that
can make our lives both hopeful and
meaningful.
Thank ul
o. for reading "The Galley"
Tha
these past months, and best wishes for
everything good in the coming year.

Bible Thought
0 give thanks unto the LORD, for
he is good; for his mercy endureth
for ever. Psalm 107:1.
Praise God for His love, Our response to God is joyous thanksgiving.

Isn't..It 'The Truth
The federal worker soon learns, upon
burrowing in at one of the government's
bureaus, that when he is safe and warm
and comfortable in a corner, he mustn't
move

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
As this Bicentennial year of our
nation's history draws to a close, we
should give thought to the principles on
which our nation was founded. Some
have warned that we have wandered
too far from those principles.
There are indications that in the
pursuit of happiness" we have sought__
wealth and power and easy living as our
most-important goals, and that in the
search for these we have abandoned
many of the virtues which the Founding
Fathers cherished and which are a
major part of our heritage.
An anonymous writer has given us a
warning message which we Americans
might well read and seriously consider
in these days when we are being
bombarded daily with the news of
"man's inhumanity to man"; and at
this time of year when thoughts turn to
peace and salvation throughout the
world. The message follows:
"The things that will destroy us are:
Politics without principle; pleasure
without conscience; wealth without
work; knowledge without character;
business without morality; science
without humanity; and worship without
sacrifice."
To that list might be added: Power
without self-discipline; justice without
compassion; personal achievement
without concern for the welfare of
others.
0+0
In the battle of no-smoking signs,
according to an Associated Press
dispatch, the trustees of Elko, Nev.,

General Hospital say the issues are all
Greek. So is their sign.
A 1975 state law requires no-smoking
signs in. places like the hospital in this
small north-eastern Nevada town. But
the trustees call that requirement an,
infringement on their freedoms.
When officials demanded corn-,
pliance, the trustees reluctantly posted
a sign—in Hebrew, which nobody in
Elko can read. But earlier this month...
someone stole the sign.
Now, undaunted, the trustees have.;
ordered another sign put up. The new-4
one is written in Greek. It is also tiny •
and it is hidden behind a large plant.
0+0
The following story has been attributed to Vice President Nelson
Rockefeller as he was talking about the
ineffectiveness of a certain Cabinet
official:
"Down in Venezuela there's a fellow':
named Pablo who sits by the side of thè-.;.
river with a gun on his knee. One day t
asked him what he was doing.
"I'm paid to shoot crocodiles wheil
they come up on the land," he said.
"There goes one now," I yelled,"wlig
don't you shoot?"
"What—and lose my job," Pablo
answered.
0+0
Every boy aged 8 or 9 wants a drum.
Few boys get one. Most parents are
somehow smarter than boys and that's
why the world has more bank tellerip
data processors, junior executives and
piano players than drummers.

Consumer Comment

Weights And Measures
By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General
You may have suspected that your
milk carton didn't contain an entire
gallon of milk or that the gasoline pump
wasn't measuring correctly. If you
have a complaint about the advertised
weights or measurement of anything
you have purchased, there is a Kentucky state agency that will investigate
your problem.
The Division of Weights and
Measures in the Department of
Agriculture is responsible for checking

1001=
10 Years Ago
New officers of the Medical Staff of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and Convalescent Division are James
C. Hart, M. D.,chief of staff, Thomas 0.
Parker, M. D., vice-chief of staff, and
Charles W. Mercer, M. D., secretarytreasurer. C. C. Lowry, M. D., was
elected as delegate to the Kentucky
Medical Association meeting.
Dr. Jerry Macklin, area director of
Extension Service, spoke to the Murray
Rotary Club on the new area approach
to extension work. He was introduced
by C. 0. Bondurant, area management
consultant. Harvey Ellis was in charge
of the program.
Lawrence Anderson, Sammy Collins,
Mike Jeffress, Kenny Lynn,Kim Smith,
and Kenneth Thomas of the Murray
University School attended the Student
Congress held at Western State
University at Bowling Green.
Walter Blackburn, James Ellis,
Eddie Grogan, Benjie Humphreys, and
Sammy Knight, all of Murray, are
officers of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity at
Murray State University.
Beth Vinson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Owen Vinson, is pictured
today with Santa Claus at the Peoples
Bank of Murray.

20 Years Ago
The jet training pilot who crash
landed near Hazel said he circled for
about 25 minutes after his engine
"flamed out" before trying to land. He
was enroute from St. Louis, Mo. to
Jacksonville, Fla.
Elmo Leroy Boyd, age 37, died today
at the Veterans Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. He was a resident of Murray
Route Two.
Partim reported include a boy, Phillip,
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brent Morris on
December 10, a girl, Patsy Jean, to Mr.
and Mrs. Pat L. Kirks on December 10,
and a boy, Guy Mitchell, to Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Cunningham on December 8.
Marriages announced include
Mildred Dunn to Charles A. Thomas on
December 22.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Toward the Unknown" starring
William Holden, Lloyd Nolan, and
Virginia Leith.

the accuracy of any commercialweighing or measuring device and fapi,
inspecting conunodities in packaget
form to see whether they contain the..
amount stated on the label. These inspections include gasoline pumps,
supermarket items, and even toothpaste tubes!
The Division carries out this
responsibility by sending investigators
to businesses throughout the state.
When an investigator has tested a
weighing or measuring device, he affixes a sticker to the machine stating
his findings. If the machine is found to be correct, the sticker will state this;the date of inspection, and the iii74
spector's name. If the device is not
functioning properly, the sticker will
reflect this and the company usually
has 10 days in which te correct the
problem. In some cases, the devices
may be condemned and immediately
taken out of service. Not only are retail
commercial outlets investigated, but
also wholesale outlets distributing
products made and packaged by
national manufactures.
If you feel that some product is not
being weighed or measured accurately,
report your complaint to the Department of Agriculture, Division of
Weights and Measures, 106 W. Second
St., Frankfort, Ky. 40601, or you can
call the division at 502-564-4870. Each
complaint will be investigated. If you
would like to be notified of the results of
the inquiry into your complaint, please
state this in your request.
Remember too that companies like to
hear directly from their customers
when they have questions. Many
national firms want to be notified of
problems consumers encounter with
matters like
the
weight . or
measurement of products. Generally,
companies are very responsive to these
inquiries.
If you have a consumer complaint
write to the Attorney General, Division
of Consumer Protection, Frankfort,
Ky., 40601. The office has found that it
can most,effectively deal with written
complaints and encourages you to write
when you have a complaint. Hpwever,
if you have an emergency situation, call
the consumer hotline. The number is 1800-372-2960.

The Murray
Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sunda)s. July 4, Chrtstmas Day. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. Inc .103 N 4th St Murray.
Ky .42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky
42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATE-S In areas served by
earners. $22S per month. payable in advance
By mall in Calloway County and to Benton. liar- din, Mayfield, Sedalia andFarmington. K ,and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tens ,$15 00 per
year By mail to other destinations. 130 00 per
year .
Member or Associated New Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
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Robey Finds Being 6-1 1 Is Tough

In

By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
Ky.
LEXINGTON,
(AP)—Life isn't a continuous
high for tall basketball
players, no matter how much
their height helps on the court.
Kentucky's Rick Robey, 6foot-11, notes that nothing
much in today's world is built
to accommodate people his
size.
"Most doorways are about
64, so you get in the habit of
ducking when you walk
through one," Robey said.
"I've hit my head enough
times that I put my chin down
and duck even if the doorway
is eight feet tall."

CHRISTMAS
DIAMOND
SPECIALS!

nose having people ask him
how long it had been there."
Travel isn't always easy for
the big man, either. In motels,
the sink is too low, the mirror
is too low and you have to
hunch down to get under a
shower built for a "runt" of
six feet or so.
"The ceilings in airplanes
aren't made for a guy 6-11 and
the seating arrangement isn't
too good, either," Robey said.
"I always try to grab that
front seat so people won't be
leaning their seats back into
my knees."

Social life, in general, can
"We had one guy—I won't
sometimes be trying for the tell you his name—on our
big man, regardless of how team who used to walk in the
good his moves are.
gutter when he was with other
"I remember back in high people so he wouldn't look so
school when a bunch of us tall," Hall said.
went to an amusement park
Perhaps the most disconand everybody was riding the certing thing about being
roller coaster, but I couldn't super tall is having people
get in because my legs were''stop you on the street, in
airports, bus stations; just
too long," Robey said.
"And when Mike (Phillips) anyplace to ask just how tall
and I doubledate, if we're you are.
going a long way, we sit in the
"I remember one kid who
front seat of the car and put really was bugged by that,"
our dates in the back. They Hall said. "He said it was like
don't like that much, but they a guy with a big wart on his
have to understand," he added.
"I'm happy about being tall,
though. There are some
disadvantages, but in playing
basketball there are a lot
more advantages,"- he added.
Robey's coach, Joe B. Hall,
Isn't nearly so tall, but in his
years as both a player and
coach, he's been around
enough tall ones to know their
problems.

But even on.the road, there
are advantages,too.
"Tn the swimming pool at a
motel. in six feet of water,
most other people are
treading water for their life
and I can just stand there,"
Robey said.
At home on campus, it's a
bit easier to be the big man.
Thes are provided with sevenfoot beds and the shower
heads in the locker room are
eight feet off the floor, "up
near the ceiling," Robey said.
And on the basketball floor,
It's a real plus. Robey is

I

Kentucky's
seventh-ranked
second
leading scorer,
averaging 13.3 points a game
and hitting 56.1 per cent of his
field goal shots.
Robey recently became
engaged to be married to
Mary Diane McCord, a
university student.wholiVes in
Lexington. She is just a
smidgen over 5-foot-3.
"People kid us all the time
and ask if we carry a stool
around with us so she can kiss
me goodnight," Robey said,
declining to say if that's the
case.

Retirement
Account

ndividual

Now in I know if I gesefy for se MA?
You qualify for an IRA if you are employed or
self-employed, have earned income and are
paying Social Security and you have not been an
active participant in any qualified profit-sharing
or pension plan in the past year. IRA is basically
for persons who do not have any other retirement
Plan.

Vial- PEOPLES,BANK
MURRAY

KY.

Ma....,. FDIC
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High Team Boise(11C)
Super Stars
Bunkies .
Corvette lanes
High lott. Gem(SC)
Mee
Carl Ellis
Jota Hill
Virgil Setaer
W°moo
Vida 1(logins
Pat Scott
Mildred Hodge
ingh Ind. Game(11Cii
Men
Jotin Hill
Carl Ellis
Loyd Pittenger
Woman
Vicki Einem
Pat Scott
Beverly Rogers
1.040 Ind Series(SC)
Men
Charlie Hargrove
Toby Alley
Wendy Winchester
Women
Pat Scott
Connie Angie
Vicki Kingins
lbgti Ind. Series(MC)
Men
eavier
zwr
Charber
Wendy
Toby Alley
Women
Connie Angle
Pat Scott
Pat Winchester
Ar0/61188
Mee
Dan Jones
Virgil Setaer
Carl Ellis
Lyman Dixon
George Hodge
Ron Pace
Toby Mier
Woman
Wanda Brown
Pat Scott
Lois Sznitb
Debbie Coleman
Elaine Pittenger
Vicki
blildrad
rge
"

L
19
21
24
25‘i
X
27
29
32
33
40
41 4,1
42
701
1113
032
1115
NIS
ISM
ISO
111*
2378
11111
9251
215
223
213
'
HI
171
•
219
321
327

.Nat $1.88 yd. Value
• Full both, New Prints

DU

of
se

TACKING
PRKE.
S3115*

•Rag. $1.99 yd. Value
•45" wide, Full bolts

66u

ns
217
214
575
XX
364
536
507
411

664

• Reg. $1.40 yd Value
100% Cotton, Full bolts

•

YD

• Reg. $1.49

yd. Value
•100% Cotton Prints

US
IV
US
836
SM
MI

4
6,

• Reg Si 99 yd Value
• Printed Acrylic

185
192
181
110
171
173
173

,Y
11

• Rae. $2.99 yd. Value 994
100% Cotton, Full bolts
YD.

664.

•

WASHABLE FLANNEL

PRINTED CHALLIS

60" ACRYLIC KNITS

TIE DYE DENIM

PRINTED PONGEE

BRUSHED COTTONS

FLANNEL SHIRTINGS

BRUSHED COTTONS

• Reg 51.29 yd. Value
• Washable Rayon Chalks

AND MANY, MANY OTHERS'

164
183
161
1511
153
162
151

REGULAR $2.99 TO $5.99 YD VALUES!
• Regular $2./18 to $5.99 yd Values
• Or entire stock Fall & Winter Knits
•Sweater Knits, Prints, Fancies etc.
•Cee-.

SOLID & PLAID WOOLENS
• Regular $2 99 to S3 99 yd Valtrec
• Washable Woolens & ACIVIICS

Colt.
The little Dodge that
comes with a lot
of standard features
and runs on leaded
regular gas.

$Pr

SCREENPRINTED KNITS
•%War KS yd. Values
S188
100% Acrylic
•
1110%Palyanter,

DODGEIS
MIXING
IVUR
LANGUAGE.
Dodge.

Peons 7534432 viessi
S

•Regular $3.99 yd. Value
•100% Polyester Velour

$1 8

•Regular $2.99 & $3.99 Values

ki
TI

$188
VD

REMPIE
lid1/5E

TRAPUNTA DENIM

PRINTED INTERLOCK KNITS

•100% Polyester, OIT' wide

YD

PRINTED VELOUR

REVERSIBLE DENIM
• Regular $2.99 yd Value
•Polyester & Cotton Denim

•1976 manufacturer's suggested retail
, price for Colt two-door coupe, excluding
destination charges, taxes, and title.

KM Fain
Motors
1110 Sycamore
A.10

PINWALE CORDUROY

FALL & WINTER POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS

to
rs
ny
of
th
or
se

BRUSHED DENIM

POLYESTER CHALLIS

54" PRINTED JERSEY

rot
rtof
rid
an
ch

REGULAR $1,99 TO $2.99 VALUES

REGULAR $1.49 TO $1.99 VALUES

• Regular 53.99 yd Value
• Full bolts, Cotton & Polyester

YD.

AND MANY, MANY OTHERS

HURRY, FOR THESE SENSATIONAL BUYS!

FABRIC MART

QUANTITY IS LIMITED'

204 W. WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.

9. 5(M - Th)
9 6 (Friday)
9 5:30 (Saturday)

Closed Fri. & Sat., Dec. 24th & 25th
NO SALE IS COMPLETE UNTIL YOU ARE COMPLETELY SATISFIED!

ill
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Alabama Survives Scare From
Georgetown, Las Vegas Wins
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer ,
John Thompson is building a
better basketball team . at
Georgetown.
But Wednesday night, it was
not quite good enough.
Reaching for national
recognition, the Hoyas came
close to upsetting Alabama.
The difference between the
teams was freshman Kent
Looney's two free throws in
Vie last 10 seconds.

top 1 -Stop
Orik) Service
razifb For Your
Life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business
Ronnie Ross
.210E. Main
Phone 753-0489

"I 'don't consider this a
moral victor)," said Thompson after a 66-64 loss to the
nation's fifth-ranked team in
the Carolina Classic at
Columbia, S. C. "Moral victories are for people who are
never going to be good."
Right now, Alabama Coach
C.M. Newton would have to
that, Georgetown
think
already has arrived.
"Georgetown has great size
super-quickness,"
and
Newton said, "and they are a
very well coached basketball
team. Our December schedule
is designed to get us ready in our conference (SouthGerogeand
eastern)
town did a couple of things
that should help us later.
"For one thing, we don't
play a game where we-see
more defenses. Georgetown
showed us just about every
defepse you can face — and
played them all well."
The victory earned the
Crimson Tide a berth in
tonight's final of the Carolina
South
Classic. against
Carolina, which beat Harvard.
71-63 in the other first-round
game.

Jolly
Good
Wishes
for
Christmas
Santa's
ringing
ouoIIies
good wishes ro al/f

HAZEL CAFE
Christmas dinner will be served on Christmas Eve. We will
be closed Saturday and Sunday, so our employees may
spend some time with their families.

in college
Elsewhere
bislieiball: third-ranked San
Francisco trimmed Cal PolyPomona 96-68; No. 8 UCLA
walloped San Jose 4tate 89-74;
No. 12 Nevada-Las Vegas
defeated Oklahoma 100-89 in
the championship game of the
Rebel Roundup Tournament
at Las Vegas; No. 13
Louisville whipped Chattanooga 81-71; No. 14 Arizona
beat Purdue 85-76, and No. 15
Maryland blasted Bucknell
106-72.
The crucial shots by Looney,
his only points of the game,
helped Alabama improve its
record to 7-0. In the first
game, Jim Graziano scored 26
points, 18 in the second half,
sparking South Carolina's
victory.
James Hardy scored a
game-high 24 points and
grabbed 14 rebounds, leading
San Francisco's victory over
Cal Poly-Pomona. Marques
Johnson, coming back after
missing two games with a
sprained knee, scored 25
points, leading UCLA past San
Jose State.
Larry Williams scored 17
points and grabbed 16
rebounds, pacing Louisville
over Chattanooga.
A 34-point performance by
sparked
Owens
Eddie
Nevada-Las Vegas 'past
Oklahoma. Herman Harris
and Bob Elliott scored 22
points apiece as Arizona beat
Purdue. Steve Sheppard fired
in 22 points, leading Maryland
past Bucknell,

Coach Resigns
PHILADELPHIA 1AP) —
The offensive and defensive
for
the
coordinators
Philadelphia Eagles have
resigned following the club's
4-10 season, the team announced Wednesday.
of
resignations
The
defensive coach John Mazur
and offensive coach John Idzik
are effective immediately, a
team spokesman said. Both
are under one-year contracts
which expire at the end of
February.

Steeler-Raider Contest
Long-Awaited Rivalry

(ii lot %) I 1 !HA it t- i

SPORTS
Williamson-Maravich
Come Close To Battle
By The Associated Press
But for a while there. it
John Williamson used to looked as if there would be
worship Pete Maravich from blood spilled after Williamson
afar. But up close, he's not so had given Maravich a hard
crazy about him.
slap as he charged in for a
Williamson's one-time hero basket. The blow sent
became a villian for a while Maravich to the floor, where
Wednesday night when the he lay quietly for several
two almost came to blows in moments.
their National Basketball
At this point, Williamson
Association game.
shouted: "Good act, Pete."
Williamson's New York
When Maravich finally got
to
responded
Nets went on to hand up.
he
Maravich's New Orleans Jazz Williamson: "Wait 'till you
a 127-93 beating. Afterwards, come down to our place, John.
Maravich and Williamson You're tfying to mess people
were considerably cooled off. up."The game got sloppy and Williamson wound up as one
we were getting frustrated, of the big guns in the Nets'
and we just went at each cause, scoring 21,, points. Al
other," said Maravich. "It Skinner was the team leader
was just one of those things. It with 22. Maravich led New
didn't mean anything."
Orleans with 22 points, seven
"That boy has no history of under his league-leading
hitting anybody," noted average.
Williamson, who admits that Rockets 111, Bullets 90
before he became a pro, Calvin Murphy and John
Maravich was one of his Lucas scored 18 points to lead
"idols."
Houston over Washington.
Muses Malone had 17 points
and 18 rebounds for the
Rockets, who won their 13th
Fordhain 47, Dartmouth 39
Philadelphia Textile 88. Tufts 53
home game in 16.
Queens 68, John Jay 66
Pistons 107, Hawks 94
Seton Hall 77. Fairfield 69
Bob Lanier scored 20 points
, lpton 80. Brooklyn 53
i an
outh
,,
S
five other Detroit players
and
67
Mercer
Ball St 70,
hit double figures as the
Louisville 81. Tenn-Chattanooga 71
Maryland 106, Bucknell 72
undefeated
Pistons
Tulane 64, Georgia Tech 57
dermanned Atlanta. The
ours I• r
Arizona 85, Purdue 76
Hawks, playing without Geoff
DePa ul 68. Niagara 58
Petrie, Steve Hawes and John
Mo-St Louis lfH, Benedictine 86
Nebraska 64. Mankato St 61
Drew, their leading scorer,
Ohio 91, E Michigan 81
lost their fourth game in the
S Dakota St 84, NW Iowa 76. OT
Toledo 76, Ind St-Evansville 63
last five.

College Scores

Wichita St 69. Brigham Young 63
Wis-Milwaukee 76, N Illinois 72
IM II • I

Louisiana St 69, California 67
New Mexico St 75, New Mexico 71
Oral Roberts 71,S California 70
Oregon 67, Pepperdine 52
Oregon St 71, N Carolina St 61
San Francisco 96,Cal Poly Pomona 68
UCLA 89,San Jose St 74
WI /4N /III NI,

Capital 70, N Kentucky 69
Alabama 66, Georgetown,D C 64
S Carolina 71, Harvard 63

HOCKEY
PRAGUE — Erkki Lame
scored three goals in the first
period, leading Finland to a 63 victory over the United
States in the opening game of
the first official under-20
World Ice Hockey Championships.

1 CARAT
DIAMOND

SALE!

API — accused Raiders offensive
PITTSBURGH
Exactly four years ago, a pro linemen of greasing their
jerseys.
football rivalry was born.
It seems that during the
greeted
was
newborn
The
with a slap by Jack Tatum of Raiders' last regular-season
Steelers
the Oakland Raiders and contest, some
cradled in the arms of Franco assistant coaches used press
Harris. Pittsburgh Steelers passes to attend the game.
When Raiders officials
owner Art Rooney passed out
found out, they summoned
cigars.
The Dec. 23 arrival came police to bar the Steelers'
with five seconds left in an coaches from the press box.
A week later, the Raiders
American Football Conference playoff game at barred the Steelers from the
AFC title game, beating them
Pittsburgh.
33-14.
he
as
Fuqua
John
Tatum hit
When the Steelers returned
tried to catch a fourth-down,
desperation pass. The ball to Oakland for the 1974 AFC
bounced back toward the line • title game, it was Noll who
of scrimmage, Harris caught was wary of spying.
He purposely had the
it inches off the ground and
carried it for the touchdown Steelers run some plays from
an unbalanced line in practhat beat Oakland 13-7.
That 60-yard play has been tice, even though no such
called The Immaculate strategy was planned for the
game, which they won 32-14.
Reception.
Last season, the Steelers
By any name, it was the
birth of a rivalry to be beat the Raiders 16-10 in
renewed Sunday when the Pittsburgh for the AFC title,
Raiders and Steelers meet for and that game spawned mare
accusations.
the AFC title at Oakland.
While practicing here,
Greased jerseys, obscene
footballs, a spying priest, and Raiders officials saw a priest
a purposely frozen field have on the field.
The priest, a friend of
been just some of the strange
elements that have fed the Rooney's, was asked to leave,
and he obliged.
rivalry in recent years.
After the game, the Raiders
The tone got more serious
this season when the Steelers suggested that Pittsburgh
accused some Raiders of might have purposely allowed
cheap shots with intent to the field to freeze to thwart
maim,and one Raiders player Oakland's passing game.
followed with a slander suit
against Pittsburgh Coach
Chuck Noll.
Differences between the two
teams go back to that day in
Reflecting at Christmas, we give
1972 when Tatum insisted he
never touched the ball, that it
thanks to our many friends.
bounced off Fuqua and
r
therefore was not legally
catchable by Harris.
. In 1973, the Steelers went to
Oakland and returned with a
17-9 regular-season victory
and complaints of "dirty
tricks."
Center Ray Mansfield insisted some of the footballs he
was given from the sidelines
were short of air. He said
others had obscenities printed
in ink on the laces. '
Chestnut Street
In addition, the Steelers

*.,64

Merrj Christmas

Sammons Bakery

dipeople at Parker Ford!

*Christ
•
0

Joe W.Parker
Carlos Jones

Bobby Toon

lame-. Park

David Parker
Ron Wright

Anita Poynor

Rex Parker

John H. Parker

Gary Turner

Rayford Henry

Deio, Harrison

Alton Collins

Jerry Stone

Welk Overbey .

Vickie Hughes

TiIghm,an Barrow

Art Beacham

Robert Elkins

Grogan Roberts

limmr MorM

—
James Scott

David Naace

Junior Eldridge

Sammy Kimbro

‘4OrriS

Let us take this time to wish all of you

A Very Merry Christmas
and a

Happy and Prosperous New ?Tr!

Jackie iumbro

Doug Meadows

Nelson Waldrop

Jerry Mardis
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Muff, Jarrett Key 83-80 Win

(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)

RI
Trench Battle Could Decide
Outcome of Ram-Viking Game
By BRENT KALLESTAD
AP Sports Writer
BLOOMINGTON, Minn.
AP) — Players won't be
ducking out of the trench
warfare Sunday when the
Minnesota Vikings and Los
Angeles Rams meet for the
National Football Conference
championship.
Several spectacular inmatchups will
dividual
highlight what promises to be
an exhausting physical battle
as the teams vie for a spot in
Super Bowl XI.
"A bump or bruise won't
keep many people out of a
game like this," says Los
Angeles Coach Chuck Knox.
The Rams are at full
middle
strength, while
linebacker Jeff Siemon is
Minnesota's only doubtful
performer. Siemon has a
pulled muscle in the calf of his
left leg and has been unable to
run this week.
The most notable matchup
in the line will feature the
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Rams' All-Pro defensive end
Jack Youngbb5od against
Minnesota's All-Pro offensive
tackle Ron Yary, Los Angeles
defensive tackle Merlin
against
battle
Olsen's
Vikings strongman Ed White
will be equally brutal, but the
key could be the battle between Rams' defensive end
Fred Dryer and Minnesota's
Steve Riley, who was brilliant
in the Vikings' playoff victory
Washington
last
over
weekend.
When the Rams have the
ball, veteran Tom Mack has
the job of containing Alan
Page, and Los Angeles' John
Williams will go against Carl
Eller in a matchup of former
University Of Minnesota stars.
Knox and Minnesota Coach
Bud Grant both feel their
teams are playing their best
football of the season.
"We've played good football
at times during the season,"
said Knox in a telephone interview. "We've been inconsistent, but a lot of that
was from having three
quarterbacks start for us
during the year."
Rookie Pat Haden took over
for Los Angeles the final
month of the season and the
Rams have not lost since.
"We should be stronger as
each day goes by," said Knox.
"We're putting a lot of hours
in because it's going to be a
tough football game for us."
The Vikings practiced in 24degree weather Wednesday,
but the National Weather
Service said the game time
temperature Sunday will be in
the teens.
"It'll be cold, but it'll be cold
for both teams," said Knox.
"It's not going be that big a
factor either way."
Grant said he would like to
force the Rams into throwing
the ball more than usual.
"They like to run the ball
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every down, like a lot of
teams," said Grant. "I just
hope we can force them to
pass more, because there's a
greater margin for error
there."
The Rams rushed for 2,528
yards during the regular
season compared to the
Vikings' 2,003. Minnesota
passed for 2,&55 yards to the
Rams'2,341.

Services Set
CAMDEN, N.J. (AP) —
Funeral services for Blends
Gay, the slain Philadelphia
Eagles defensive end, will be
held tonight at Kaighan
Baptist Church.
agreement
an
Under
Wednesday
in
reached
Superior Court, the services
will be non-denominational.
Lawyers for the player's
parents had claimed Gay's
wife, Roxanne, who has been
charged with the murder,
wanted him buried as a
Catholic. The family went to
court seeking a Baptist service.
Gay's parents also wanted
him buried in North Carolina,
where he grew up and began
his football career at
Fayetteville State College, but
Judge Peter Devine ruled that
his wife had priority.
Roxanne Gay claimed Gay
had a "strong affinity" for the
Philadelphia area. However,
the site of the burial was not
announced.
Gay was stabbed to death in
his Blackwood, N.J., apartment Monday with what police
described as an eight-inch
kitchen knife.
Pollee and Eagles Coach
Dick Vermeil said Gay and his
wife had a history of marital
problems. He had been with
the National Football League
team for two years.

LAST
CHANCE

TO BUY FURNITURE AT THESE PRICES. WE NAVE SOLD OUR BUSINESS AND MUST REDUCE OUR
INVENTORY DOWN TO S215,000.00 WHICH MEANS

WE MUST SELL
FURNITURE BY DEC. 31st.

ANOTHER $50,000.00 WORTH OF

Lillian Russell and Cumberland Valley Bedroom
Suites, Reg. 51,723 00
Broyhill Velvet Sofas Reg 5638.00
Broyhill Velvet Chairs, Reg. 5253.00
Broyhill 9 Pc. Pine Dining Room Reg. S1,185.00

'1 050°0
'325°'
$120°°
$84000

Broyhill French Provincial Dining Room Suite,.

$51800
$59900
$19995

Reg. 515600

Broyhill Pine Bedroom Suite, Reg. 5846 DO
Oak Bedroom Suite
Belgium 9 x 12 Oriental Rugs, 100% wool keg,

'200°°
$12500
$37500
s60°°

$299.95

Simmons Beauty Rest Mattress or Box Spring Reg
5149 95

Simmons Hide-A-Beds Reg $559.95
One Red Chair Was $189.95 as is

Bring Your truck - We Charge For Delivery
4

'

Fleming Furniture Co.
Phone 517-3481 - 305 N. Main, Benton, Ky.

Racers Edge By Bradley
To Capture Third Place
By MIKE BRANDON
high 15 points in addition to
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
pulling off 12 rebounds and
Fred Overton has hit his goal. blocking two shots.
"I hope we can come out of
The Racers may even get
the Las Vegas Tournament stronger before the end of the
with a split and win our six season. Even yet, the players
home games and to into the are not quite used to working
conference season with no together since Randall, Wilson
worse than an 8-3 record," and Jarrett have all missed
Overton said before the some playing time. Jarrett
basketball season started at had a leg injury earlier in the
Murray State.
season and saw only limited
After getting a split in the action in the first few Racer
Tipoff Tournament at New games.
Orleans, Overton's team won
Murray had not played
the six home games then were Bradley since the 1971-72
ripped by the running Rebels season. That season, the
of Nevada-Las Vegas Tuesday Racers won a 75-74 contest at
night.
Bradley. It marked the fourth
But against a good Bradley__. consecutive win for Murray
team Wednesday, the Racers over the Braves and the third
gave Overton his Christmas win in succession on the
wish with an 83-80 win over the Bradley homecourt.
Braves to give the Racers an
After having such little
8-3 pre-conference record. success against Murray,
And things may be looking Bradley dropped the Racers
even brighter for the con- from their schedule so the
ference season.
game was a bit of a grudge
— Jumping jack Donnell match for both clubs.
Wilson, who has been hamThe Racers led for almost
pered for most of the seas9n the entire game. Bradley did
with a knee injury, is back in not go ahead until the 13:40
near-top shape.
mark of the game when 6-0
— John Randall, who guard Tommy Humble hit
missed some games earlier, from 15 feet to give the Braves
appears to be ready to break a 54-53 lead.
into the starting lineup and for
The lead switched hands
that matter, so does Wilson. four times until Danny Jarrett
— Danny Jarrett is im- scored fron under with 10:02
proving almost daily. Against left in the game .to give the
Bradley Wednesday in the Racers a 61-60 lead.
consolation game of the Las
Over the next five minutes,
Vegas Tournament, the 6-11 Bradley was unable to put a
junior center scored a season- point on the board. In the

meantime, Mike Muff hit four
consecutive points, Jimmy
Warren hit on a fastbreak and
Muff added a three-point play
and with 5:28 left in the contest, the Racers held a 70-60
lead.
Bradley closed to within
seven at 72-65 before Jarrett
hit a three-point play with 4:25
left to make it a 75-65 Racer
lead.
With 2:43 left, the Racers
led 79-69 and were seemingly
home with the victory. But
over the next 79 seconds, the
Braves countered with seven
consecutive points and closed
to within three at 79-76.
Perhaps the key play of the
game came when Grover
Woolard stole a pass and was
fouled with a minute left on
the clock. He hit two free
throws and Murray went up
81-76.
Refusing to quit, Bradley
scored with 31 seconds left as
Ken Garrett hit from 15 feet to
make—it_ 31-78. before John
Randall's two free throws with
20 seconds left gave Murray a
five-point edge and iced the
victory, marking the second
time the Racers have taken
third place in tourney action
this season.
Muff, who played only three
minutes of the first half
Tuesday,did not get in serious
foul trouble - against the
Braves. As a result, he shoved
in 26 points in pacing the

Finley Gets First Legal Break
In His Lawsuit Against Kuhn
historic $1 million sale by not have to continue trying to
By BILL DENSMORE
former Cincinnati Reds prove the $3.5 million price
Associated Press Writer
total for the three players was
CHICAGO (API — Charley President Bill DeWitt.
.
_ "Is there any suggestion abnorma4y high.-7- an opinion
Finley may have gotten h0
first legal break when the that the reasonableness of the held by many baseball objudge in his $3.5-million suit price is relevant or has servers and perhaps by Kuhn.
Com- anything to do with this
The crucial issues for both
baseball
against
missioner Bowie Kuhn asked a ‘case?" McGarr .asked Neil sides to show the judge, if
price no longer is one of them,
player Papiano, Finley's lawyer.
question
about
Kuhn's are just what power the
Papiano
said
salaries.
Finley wi's scheduled to decision voiding the trades commissioner has under the
had touched on the question of Major League Agreement,
take the stand again today.
The Oakland A's owner said price and asked to continue. and whether Finley broke any
he got angry at Kuhn on June But McGarr blocked his major league rules before or
18 for interfering with his question, saying of Kuhn: "If during the sales.
Both questions have come
business decisions after the that's his reason r for blocking
commissioner voided his $1.5 the sales), it wasn't a good up in testimony, but it will be
up to McGarr to answer them
million sale of pitcher Vida one. I'm sure he has more."
Blue to the New York
The statement was con- when he rules next month or in
Yankees.
sidered important by Finley's February after hearing
So he filed the suit the attorneys, they said later, Kuhn's side of the story in
following week.
because it could mean they do January.
Kuhn stopped another bid to
sell unsigned outfielder Joe
Rudi and relief pitcher Rollie
Fingers for $1 million each to
the Boston Red Sox, money
that Finley said he needed to
pay player salaries and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP — but Crurn stuck with his lineup
bargain with in other deals.
The
outcome wasn't really a of reserves and the trust paid
Finley, testifying Wedsurprise,
since 13th-ranked off with Louisville's fifth win
nesday in U.S. District Court,
is an NCAA in seven games.
Louisville
said he had a "personal
"I wanted to find out what
and Chatdispute" with Kuhn on at least Division I school
II the kids could_ do coming off
Division
tanooga
is
a
zasions before the atthe bench in the first half of
member.
temt ed June 15 sales. He
of a a game that wasn't decided,"
But
what
bit
was
a
auded that he and Kuhn spoke
Cardinals'81-71 said Crum. "It's easy to come
for several hours at a Chicago surprise in the
victory in when you're 20 points ahead
college
basketball
hotel beginning less than two
the play — or behind — and play well.
was
Wednesday
night
hours after he announced the
of Louisville's substitutes a
sales.
"I found out some, good
factor
that could bode well for
"The words were very
things about two kids in
the
rest
of
the
year.
heated for the first 10
Louisville Coach Denny particular — David Smith and
minutes," Finley testified,
Crum
addressed the two-sided Tony Branch," Crum added_
saying he then tried to get
problem
of liberal substitution "I thought they played
Kuhn to understand why he
in
an
to explain outstanding."
attempt
made the deals. But Finley
Smith pitched in a careerturnovers.
22
Louisville's
testified that Kuhn said he had
11 peinLs, including four
high
of
question
"I think it was a
to "go back to New York and
players," he of five field goal attempts,
playing
a
lot
of
give this sale deep consaid. "I think it is hard to gef' while Branch contributed four
sideration."
players playing points to some sterling floor
Three days later, he voided five or six
you're playing play. Smith played 17 minutes
when
their
best
the deals over the opposition
10 or 11. That makes it a lot and Branch 18.
of both
major league
harder for all of them to play
presidents.
extended
of
Because
'
well."
raised
Judge Frank McGarr
one
only
action,
reserve
Louisville's starting crew
the money question when
Louisville starter played
.opening
played
well
in
the
Finley's lawyers tried to in
Wednesday, rolling longer than 28 minutes. That
troduce a deposition about an minutes
forward Larry
quickly to an 8-0 lead and was sophomore
led the Car.
who
Williams,
with
33-18
to
expanding that
and 16
points
17
with
dinals
6:15 left in the first half.
Ricky
Chattanooga managed to rebounds. Center
SALE ENDS JANUARY 6,1977 close within six points on two Gallon added 12 points and
Wilson added 10.
occasions. in the second half, guard Rick

Bench Comes Through
In Louisville Victory

under 50 per cent. The Racers
Racer attack.
Jimmy Warren, recovered shot well from the stripe,
from a brief illness which kept hitting 15 of 21, while the
him sidelined for most of the Braves stayed in the game
game Tuesday, hit on eight of with their 18-22 foul shooting.
Bradley, a member of the
13 from the floor for 16 points
while Jarrett had 15 and Zech Missouri Valley Conference,
Blasingame 10 to round out the falls to 4-4 on the season while
the 8-3 Racers return home for
double digit scoring.
Muff and Jarrett had 12 a long break before resuming
rebounds apiece as the Racers play January 8 at Morehead
won the battle on the boards when the conference season
kicks off with the annual trip
45-37.
Murray went up 4-0 at the to "Death Valley."
outset of the game and the
li.enn N.
fg-fga ft-fta rb tp
contest was never tied during
. 3-8
2-2 2
the first half. Twice in the first Jarrett....
. _642
3-3 12 IS
2-3
7 10
period, the Racers were ahead Blasingime
4-7 12 U
Mutt... ..
. 11-19
by nine points but were never Warren
0-0 1 16
9-13
0-0 0 0
0-1
able to blow the pesky Braves Wade
4 4
2-2
Randall.. .
1-4
out of the contest.
0-2 0 0
0-0
Etarber...
LI
4
2-2
1-4
Humble paced the Bradley
34-69 15-21 4.5 13
Totals
scoring attack with 27 points
bade,
t4(-fga ft-fta rb tp
while 6-6 Roger Phegley, who
0-0 4 4
2-3
1.aaker
has been scoring well over 20
11.23
5-6 4 23
Hwnbies .
0-0 0 0
0-1
Stowell
points per game for the
1-2
00 3 1
Kates
Braves, added 26 on 10 of 16
3-6
0-0 2 6
Smith
..00-16
6-6 4 10
shooting from the field.
1-2 8 9
4-13
Garrett .
It was a well-played game
0-4
6-9 9 6
Masetka
3168 16-Z2 37 80
Totals
with few turnovers. Murray
- 44 43-81
'Murray
hit 34 of 69 from the field,luit
36 42-410
Bradley
.

3-54100

Compact mobile CB Transceiver

-

Modest price, small size, big performance. 23-channel CB
two-way radio features the latest technological advances
including Phase Lock Loop (PLL) circuitry.
• RF power output 4 watts maximum • Phase Lock Loop (PLL)
circuitry synthesizes all 23 channels All necessary crystals included • Volume, variable Squelch. switchable Automatic Noise
Limiter (ANL) controls • Transmit/Modulation light • Channel indicator light • Automatic maximum modulation circuit • Push-to-talk,,
dynamic mike with coiled cord • Jack tor external speaker • Compact size 5,6" W, 2' H. 8/
3
4" 0 • 3" dynamic speaker • Power
required - 12 VDC pox or neg. ground • FCC license required

Lay-Away For Christmas
We Service G.E. Radios We Sell

$8495
Murray Appliance
Co.

753-1rAti

212 E. Main

Santa's pack is
overflowing with gifts
of happy days, gifts of
joy and friendship.
To his bounty we add
our warm thanks.

•

Now on Sale

9

Save $27
to $67
011

tel

el fear

Steel-Belted
Radial Tires
Rodssami km

1•7I FOI Bop Moo*

• Meet we Celebes _Pm',
• Delivers lesiellabee fiii.

—si Sests Calalot1
Isles Office
-ismorsossio---

sear

We Wish You A Merry Christmas

Alpo.

and invite you to listen to

"Christmas In Brazil"
WKMS.FM (91.3) at 5:30 p.m
on Sat., Dec. 25

Immanuel Lutheran
Church
1Stl L

From The Staff Of-

Roberts Realty
414 S 12th

753-1651
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Something's sure to please every taste
in the wide world of electronic gifts
Snowmen fat and jolly,
S

Windows bright with holly.
nowflakes on your nose,

J ack Frost at your toes.
Bells that chime,
nd hearts that sing,

A

These are the joys,
That Christmas brings!
It is our joy to know you...thanks.

Murray Furniture Mart753-8676

118S.5th St.

Christmas is almost here
and, if you're like most
Americans, you've probably got lots of gift-buying
to do yet before Santa's
day arrives.
That can be an enjoyable — or not so enjoyable
— experience, depending
on how you go about it and
where you shop.
There's nothing quite so
exhausting or so frustrating as madly dashing
through stores searching
for that "just right" gift
to delight a child's heart,
to intrigue a teenager's
curiosity, or to show that
-special someone" just
how much you love them.
And, of course, there's the
ever present worry that
you may forget someone
in the mayhem of last
minute shopping.
But, there is a way to
do your Christmas shopping without the exhaustion, frustration, furious
dashing, or forgetting.
First of all, Radio Shack,
the nationwide electronics
store chain, suggests that

Christmas is the perfect
time for remembering the
friendships we cherish.
We count you among
our dear friends and
wish you every happiness
now and always.

The Murray

From All Of Us
The Management
And Staff •

HERE ARE BUT A FEW of thc many different gift items
you ran buy for Christmas from Radio Mach, the nationwide electronic', store ehain. Home entertainment equip.
mem, CB radios, TV games, do-it-yourself project kits,
radios of every variety, and more. There's- something for
e%eryone and every budget, so do your Christmas buying
at your nearby Radio Shack store Hind take all the hassle out
of Christmas shopping this year.
you make a list of all the
persons you intend to buy
gifts for. Sounds trivial,
but it'll surprise you how
much easier this will make
your shopping.
Second, do as much
shopping as possible in one
place. You'll like the aspirin-like effect this will have
on your pre-Christmas
headache.
Granted, that's alough
order to carry out as many
stores don't stock a selection of gift items for every
taste or budget. But, the
people at Radio Shack
think they can come pretty
close to it.
For instance, what preschooler, or even teenager,
wouldn't like a soft and
cuddly toy animal for a
bedtime companion? Especially one with an AM
radio tucked inside. Radio
Shack's got them for as
little as $10. Pick up a bike radio for
that "on the go" boy or
girl of ypurs. Or, get them
one of their pocket size
"Flavoradios" — there's
six delicious colors to
choose from. They also
have a wide selection of
table and clock radios.
For the young scientist
in your family, and Arch_ erKit or Science Fair project kit is both fun and
educational. Radio Shack
carries a variety of kit)
for practically every inSPARKLING HOLIDAY
APRICOT PUNCH
A natural holiday crowd
, pleaser that's also a nutritious
knockout is a bright, holidayred punch that's made with
pure apricot nectar. The nectar gives it a tangy taste while
the low-sugar fruit juicy-red
Hawaiian Punch adds a tropical fruit flavor and color. For
quick energy, delicious taste
and nutrition during the holidays, try apricot nectar
chilled by itself or added to
your favorite desserts and
drinks. This easy-to-prepare,
easy -to-serve recipe makes
about 48 servings of 4-ounces
each.
"Cot-Coction"of the Day
1 can (46 ounces) chilled
apricot nectar
I can (46 ounces) chilled
fruit juicy-red
Hawaiian Punch
2 cups rum
1 quart raspberry sherbet
2 bottles(28 ounces each)
chilled club soda

coordination, timing and
wholesome family togetherness.
Every family will enjoy
a good home made system.
Radio Shack's got a complete line of famous Realistic stereo system components to fit any budget.
So, if you're looking for a
gift that'll really make a
hit with that "someone
special" this Christmas,
you'll want to check into
this.
And, while you're visiting your neighborhood Radio Shack store, ask to
join the Battery-A-Month
Club. You'll receive a membership card that will entitle you to one free battery each month for 12 full
months. It's As great way
to avoid the post-Christmas battery blues.
Radio Shack wants to
help you make Christmas
shopping a "fun" experience this year. After all,
that's the way it should be.

k's a great feeling
having friends as
wonderful as vote
.1( thristmas.
and alwaYs. you're wished
all the good things you

so richly deserve.

Des's limit of Bezel
NSW, T

terest. Prices begin as low
as.$7.
04741.04D4141411
Put CB radios under the
tree for the whole family.
Radio Shack's own nationally known Realistic line
includes models for home,
car, or office -7--.not to mention walkiejtalkies for 4
hunting,fishing,and other
field events.
tzr,
Or, maybe you've got a
shortwave listener in the—
house. Get him a DX-160
5-band receiver or one of
Radio Shack's convenient
multi-band portables.
Don't forget mom, either. The new Portavision
portable receiver lets her
listen to FM, AM, or the
audio portion of her favorite TV programs.
You'll find a complete
Guy Spann
Jat k Pcr%,111
line of Realistic-brand
lobs
D.
Cole
Loa!
!men.,
scanning monitors for
Louise Baker
pocket, purse, home or car,
Prentit Dunn
too. They make great gifts
for the curiOus or wellinformed who don't like
missing out on neighborhood action. With a scanner, you can hear the news
as it happens from police,
fire and ambulance calls,
marine radio, and weather
broadcasts.
Of course, games the
whole family can play are
always lots of fun. And
Radio Shack's exclusive 5
TV Scoreboard lets you
tt
turn your TV into one of
the best recreational cen- 4
ters in town. Play tenni:),
Phone 753-7714
901 Sycamore Street
hockey, handball, or just
chalreal
a
practice. It's
IIfttl'
Iteft.aft../1ft IIfl Ulf it
lenge that develops skill, - 1142d

447zuratioalrlivii.

Merry Christmas
•
To All
May you have a
Joyous and Safe Holiday

And A Happy
And Prosperous New Year

Guy Spann
Rea

kH46e,4s„!3

It

1

...and hoping the music and magic ofa
glorious Christmas will be yours every
moment ofyour holiday. We add a
ham note ofthanksfor your
friendship and good will.

///'

Whatever is meaningful,
Whatever brings you joy and happiness,
That's what we wish for you!
Our profound thanks at Christmas

The Murray
Optimist Club

1.1

..ttatuut

Whatever is beautiful,

We thank you for support of our annual'
Christmas Tree Sale. The proceeds of
this non-profit sale will be utilized
throughout the year to support many
yoUth programs in Calloway County.

tt-1

Member of Multiple listings

Combine apricot nectar,
Hawaiian Punch, rum and
sherbet in a large punch bowl.
Just before serving, pour in
soda; stir to mix. For a festive
touch pour punch over apricot halves in punch cups or
glasses.

4
/f.
;41-46114"vi '4101111111111100L-111 44,74
'

Er414#V:EIJIPX4

•

Lindy Lyn Carr

..• •

tr..

.•••••11

•
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'Grandma's House Presents I
Holiday Hazards For Tots SI

Murray
Sewing
Center

101-Ait
Wet

Warning: your baby may
be poisoned at grandma's
during Year holiday visit.
Not that grandma would
do so intentionally.
Grandma may be shocked
to bear it, but her house
presents many such opportunities' for a young child —
especially a crawler. or toddler. You can help remove
these
opportunities
for
tnirdY.
According to Dr. UUa
Dagert, pediatrician on staff
at Michael Reese Hospital and
Medical Center, Chicago, children usually get in trouble in
familiar surroundings, such as
grandma's house.
"Children have enormous
inventiveness in discovering
things to eat," she said. "And
the fact that something looks
ugly or smells terrible doesn't
deter them. They'll dig in
with both hands and shove
the stuff into their mouths."
The Christmas holiday
brings special dangers in the
home. Thoth mistletoe and
poinsettia plants are highly
poisonous when chewed.
Particularly dangerous at
grandmother's hones are iron
supplements, both alone and

CHRISTMAS
BEMIS
1 1 10 4,i,„,q

htsnolte, fnertsf,

111.1.
1f11 h., WOW/ /0

helf111111,
,
, Il e kreel otir Offend

I

el, SI

she p. wrath
I,

CHRISTMAS,
OFFICIALLY

Mildred ond Bust Skills

A holiday bright
and delighdul for you,
Accompany our thanks
and good wishes too

Mgt

From the Staff Of

McDonalds

753VMS

101 II. 12th

vlstinas,

Ili

Eldon Hunt
BM Woo
0 T. Stan,
Jerry WIndsor
awl Jr.

Don we now our gay appal.*
To sing this jolly
Christmas carol...

X

Mid 111..411r.

MURRAY MACHINE AND TOOL COMPANY
Lonnie Lyles
Eugono Pool
Amos Awry
Maxi,Porry
John Stabile

in combination with vitamins,
which are apt to be left on
tables or countess. A child
who eats • handful of these
can become wiry sick, even
die, as they irritate the
intestines and set on the
central nervous system.
The under-the-sink containers of bleach, drain cleaner, and detergent, the moth
balls in the closet, the rubbing
alcohol in the bathroom —
all can kill a curious small
E — a (•olor coordination game, ne. from Marx
child.
Toys. First to complete the eat eard with the right colored
Such poisoning can be
marble and get the black cat's eye win.:
wily prevented, Dr. Dagert
said, with a little prepare/ion.
First, tell grandma to place all
medicine and chemicals out
of reach of small children,
preferably high up and in a
dosed cabinet, as you have
90ME PEOPLE THI1.1e)(14AS"IS A MODERN
done in your own home.
Second, watch your child.
ABBREVIATION WHEN,iN FACT,THE EARLY
Children are not apt to experCHRISTIANS CCMISINED THE GREEK LETTERS
hnent in a strange house. But
r WAND"RI-10'(P)TO FORM A 51611
they will in a house which is
•- MEANING"CNKISr OR "CHRISTIAN," A
presthem.
The
familiar to
SYMBOL MUCH OLDER THAN THE ENGLISH
ence of other curious c14)LANGUAGE ITSELF .1
dean compounds the danger,
mas
since all children have a way
of egging on one another
to do mischief.
Dr. Degert notes that the
more grown-ups in a room,
1XGYE
the leas the children are
sH)
supervised. At a party, it
usually is a long time before
a parent misses a child and
starts realizing what has
happened."
The Michael Reese pedia8N 114E ROMAN CATACOMBS NV OTHER HIDING PLACES CHRISTIANS
trician said that parents should
FIIEING PERSECUTION USEP A SIMPLE FIS)-1 SYMBOLTO IDENTIFY
Tots
know their children.
AND GUIDE OTHER CHRISTIANSTO SAFE REFU6E. EvENTuALLy,
who have ingested something
ci4 LETTEIC 114 111E GREER WORD RR FISH tAME 1/11-4,AEM4
EA
before are tikes* to do It
ESUS CHl5T, SOS" Or GOP,THE SAVIOR."
again. They need especially
close supervision. The most
dangerous ages are .1 to 5
-years.
tgAUTIFUL-- AND MEANHAGFUL
BE
CAN
ORNAMENTS
In pule your child does
.XMAS"110EE
INTO THE
take poison — at home, at
MADE SY BENDINC• WIRE
grandma's or anywhere else
FISH 5Yt4Bat USE U3LORARCIENT
— do two things:
DIPPED Man-ED PIPE CLEANERS cRTHiNvi(RE
1. Find out exactly what
FLOCKING
TER or
your child put in his or her
INSFECIAL (.0101ZED ALtkILV.
DIPPED
mouth, and how much. Brand
cac
GLOWIliG
names are important.
PIPS WHIcH PIKY 70 A
poison
nearest
your
2. Call
TRANSPARENT FILM.
control center. The Michael
Reese Poison Control Center
can be reached at (312)
791-2810. DO NOT induce
vomiting unless you are told
mot
-wrfiiittSTAN-91441101,
to. Not all poisons should be
THE FISH HAS ALSO BEEN HELD
vomited: drain cleaners and
mon SY MANY OTHER RELIlighter fluid, for instance,
GIONS DUE TO ITS ECONOMIC AND
should NOT be. In fact,
IJUllitTIONAL IMPORTANCE TO
vomiting may worsen the
HUMANITY THROUGH THE AGES.
problem. If you are told to
AN
OUTSTANDING MODERN
your
use
induce vomiting,
EXAMPLE IS THE SARDINE FROM
finger down the throat, or
KAJNE WHICH PROVIDES TOP
give an emetic such as ipecac.
NUTRITION AT BARGAIN PRICES.
There is no real effective
antidote for poisons. Giving
mak or water won't oratralitte
the poison but will dilute it
so that it will be absorbed
more slowly.

NEW YORK (AP) — Alabama in 1836 was the first state
to grant legal recognition to
Christmas. By 1890 all states
and territories acknowledged
Christmas, including the District of Columbia in 1870.

May the sweet

Christmas is the only annual
religious holiday to receive this
official commendation.

harmony of your
Christmas

holidays

be a symphony
of gay times and
happy memoviesi

M

joy and peace

ay every happiness be yours at this
Christmas season.

May the holy ilght that
shone from the Star of
Bethlehem shine again in
the hearts of all men,
making them brothers in
peace and love.

be yaw!

Thanks for everything
First of
Michigan Corp.
lawns Ilialscey
Ihmmbeem Nit 753-9476

•
4

p.

0
Our very best wishes
to folks all round
town. Warm gratitude.

-

MAX CHURCHILL

W.&IRS.MU Churchill, Owners
Mgt: MR.&Mrs.James H.Shelton

EopeeKirt

_

Friendly Funeral Home Kees 75341412 111 Nei* Mb $treet

Fats Block &
Ready Mix Co.

From The Staff Of

_

South 126 St.
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I Let's Stay Well

How To Use Eyedrops Effectively
By F.J.L. Blasingame. MD
tient looks down as he gently
medication if he puts them in
What is themost effective way
closes the eye and keeps it closed
wrong." says Frederick Fraunto use eyedrcias?
feldee- M.D., chairman of the for one or more minutes.
This matter has been
To put drops under the upper
Department of Ophthalmology
researched considerably inrie
at the University of Arkansas lid, the patient should lie with his
cent years, and the results were
School of Medicine, Little Rock. head tilted back.
reported at a meeting of the
Blinking causes excessive
His report was based on
American Academy .of
tearing and results in a pumping
-and
research done by a group at
Ophthalmology
effect which forces into the nose
Otoloaryngology and , sumGuy's Hospital in London using
much of the medicine that was
radioactive material to trace the
marized in the Journal-4 the
intended for the eye.
medication.
American Medical Association
With the eyelids in place. the
According to Dr. Fraunfelder.
J A MA /.
eyes can retain only a fraction of
the lower lid should be pulled
Thousands of persons use
tiw average eyed rap. The excess
cloven and away from the eye to
eyedrops every day.
for& a sort of pouch, into which 1ss wasted and serves only to
"The patient simply does not
the medicine is dropped. The pa- stimulate tears and pumping of
get maximum benefit from the
the lacrimal apparatus
Crossword Puzzler sonwer to Wednesday s Puzzle
The researchers, by using the
ACPOSS
3 Killer
radioactive material in 240 healMO
P
MO
00000
- 1 Footlike Part 4 Allowance
thy volunteers, were able to
WUUWWW UU01300
for waste
A YA11131N in
WO WOUW
UUWO
5 Succor
trace the flow of tears under the
huts
6 Above
WW0 UUMUU 000
9 Paddle
eyelid.
. 7 Part of
WOOW UHUUU UM
128.111
flower
In JAMA. the results of the
13 Mature
00000 00000=
8 Man's name
14 Employ
U000 GUM
researchers were itemized as
9 Beginning
15 Bartered
WOUUMU
OUOUU
t OPeer Gynt's
frith/Lev
17 Gave•tip
0U UWWUU WUWU
mot her
on-horse
DOD BUMPH UMW
- Llolduig . the head hack
11 Communist
race
01100
W1J100 OU
$6 Lair .
whiles eyedrops are inserted
19 Still
000000
UOU000
18
Higher
20 Impacts
helps retain more of the liquid.
00000 00000
21 At that time 20 Hairpiece
21 At that place
- It is preferable to have
23 Nothing
,
drying
pin
32.1Nooden
22 Long-leg24 Shut up
some other person insert the
35 Depression 43Planet
GI ittbird
27 Pronoun
44 Witty
in chin
drops, resulting in lies emotional
28 Piece of cut 23 N:gative
remark
36 Cushion
25 Atop time
timber
reaction and less secretion of
45
Reverence
37
Native
26
Former
Ruscntel
29 Apportions
(coi46
Vigor
in India
tears
Sian rulers
30 Teutonic
tal I
39 Semisolid
26 Sign of
deity.
- Eyelid edges inhibit the
47 Greek letter
organic
zodiac
31 Encountered
substance 48 Lair
passage of liquid from beneath
29 Small rug
32 Equality
Symbol for
51
Commemorative
40
Novelty
31
33 A state
one lid to the area beneath the
nickel
42 Spreads or
disk
(abbe I
other lid. Medicine should be ap34 Cowboy
10 II
7I
5
4
.
f
....,
4
s;
i
73
competition
plied under each lid.
36 Fondle
- Smaller drops are more
.. .•
2
37 Weight of
India
38 Wife of
Gersmt
39 Tattered
cloth
49 Ey_ergreen
trees
41 Matched
43 Deface
44 Shade trees
46 Cushioned
itg Night bird
50 Roadside
restaurant
52 Devoured
53 Golf mound
54 Cuts
55 Hurried
DOWN
I Man's
nickname
2 Goddess of
healing
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Fast Film Service
At Big Discount
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Full
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118 St. 12th. 753-0035
Free Parking At Rear Door
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STAY INSIDE AND READ
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'T NO ONE
.'RI DON'T
ELSE LOILL AND HELL NEVER
rii5CRFATOR'
Ai14 OTs 10 Gi‘E HA LIRE

effective.
No doubt, many persons use
eyedrops unnecessarily. Tears
represent the best solution for

cleansing and preserving the
surface of the eye and the health
of the conjunctival sac.
Q: Mrs. ES. says that she and
her husban& former smokers,
have reason to believe their
teenage son is smoking on the sly
and asks how to handle the problem, even perhaps helping him
to.quit.
A. You have a common,tough
situation. (believe it should be
confronted and talked about
openly but with understanding
and without hostility. You son

probably has -much peer pressure encouraging his smoking
since it is now common in grammar and high schools. Too, he
may be "hooked':"on addictive
nicotine. Tell him about your

experiences.
Supply him with authoritative

°Lyn

information about the health
hazards, and encourage him to
respect his body and his health.
In addition,try to help hinito onderstand that his smoking may
be objectionable to others. Hop,
that he will stop, but don't be
surprised if he continues,to
smoke.
Q. Mr. KG. tias read that x-ray
to the head and neck increases
the chances of having cancer of
the thyroid later. He had acne
tseated by X-ray years ago and
_
A. Since such skin doses were
probably small, the chances of
your developing a thyroid
cancer from the x-rays are .
slight. If you can get a record of
the amount of X-ray you had, it
would be desirable information.
You should see your -Present
physician, show him the x-ray
dosage, and discuss the questien.
He may advise you to have
checkups on your thyroid.

TH[s 5NowstAN 't0LI'RE
iT ! LoE[R.T.s.
HAS A
TO L.A+6 MARCIE

2. Notice

INANTADS

Christmas Apples
Red Delicious
Golden Delicious
MURRAY COAL
AND ICE
etS kook Mt Street
YE OLD Horsetrading
Post and
Auction.
General merchandise
wholesale and retail.
Used furniture, antique
toys, throw rugs, throw
pillows, consignments
ta-ken. Flea market
space available. We
buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 436t575. ' • - •
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
MondayStreet.
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:303:30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 7533685.
If You Need Them:
Fire
153-1441
Polite
753-1621
Rescue
7534952
Ambulance
753-9332
Hospital
Emergency
753-5131
Humane Society
753-3991
Comprehensive
Care
753-6622
Poison Control . . 153.7518
Senior Citizens . . 753-0929
needling
753-NEED
teen to Read.
753-2208

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger 8.
Times

y'

I

Check
Your
Ad

2. Notice

Merry
Christmas
Grandaddy
and Granny
love
Shannon,
Alicia,
Janet, Marc, Craig,
Gregg, Billy, Dawn,
Teddy and Kim.

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 a.40. Fast setvice- .
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
BFILTONE
FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store,Murray,Ky.
Call 753-1272.

RAY'S LOUNGE
Seek FAN.In.
Uwe Frio* Ned

HAVE -ft)
CALL BLONDIE,

EXCUSE ME MA'AM-COU.__D
YOU LET ME HAVE A DIME -)

BUT I c>owi-

JU5T TAND
THERE A
MINUTE

(BUM'\.../,-ry DoNT-C-ou
7 ._.__..,
‘
11

HAVE 4.
A DIME

GET A JOB LiKE
EvER'VBOOY
,t ELSE7

THANK GOODNESS1
)
ON 1-iAvE TO
I D'T"
•
MIAT FOR
A LIVING'

\

,

-

Flats.
r`4

News, Society and
753-1918.
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
may
be
Office
reached on 7531916and 753-1917

•
.11

•
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NEITHER. GENTLEMEN,
I RESPECT siou FOR
DOING YOUR DUTY-

••:64.7E,

IN YOUR PLACE •
wouLON T BELIEVE VIY
5ToRY EITHER,, ABOUT
GOING 70 SEE TI-iE
PRESIDENT.

THAT'S VV -4V I VU
HANDLE 11415 Ms WAS
YOUR GUNS, PLEAS
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WILL 9-10W THOSE DOPES OF A
THOUSAND Yr_ARS FROV1 NOW- WHAT
GENIUSES WE WERE AT INVENT-INS TT

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

QUICKE:
5EE

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
claggified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
4-fore publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12.7toon
the day before
publication.

Rid. Positions Available
for 3-11 & 11-7 shifts.
Coronary
Core S.
Critical Care Areas.
Good working conditions and good fringe
benefit program including retirement. Contract Director of Nursing 502 886-5221 Ext.
609 Jennie Stuart
Memorial
Hospital
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240
Equal opportunity employer

Mese he 111 veers an eider,

pessiteglasd.
Oven burs., Fri.
arid Se. Nights

14 Otant Ti Boy
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-0232.
NEED BURLEY Tobacco
pounds for this year,
1976. Will give 20 cents.
Call 489-2126 or 4354263.
WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
4374291.
GOOD USED decide
typewriter. Call 762-2796
days,753-0339 evenings.
15. Articles For Sale

WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 75$6333.
I BUY raw furs at my
home on 641 South,
Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
1
2
and Thursdays. 2/
miles from Uncle Jeffs.
Phone 7534375 Douglas
Shoemaker.
BROTHERS FOREIGN
Auto Service invites you
your
bring
to
Volkswagon, Porsche,
Audi, or other foreign
car in for prompt and
courteous service.
Located on Industrial
Road. Call 753-0621.

3 Card 01 Thanks
WE THE FAMILY of
Hester Thomas Kendall,
would like to express our
deepest appreciation to
the. following: Max
Churchill for his conduction of the service,
Brother Burpoe for the
message he brought, the
nurses and doctors at
the hospital for the
sympathy they showed
toward us, Calloway
County Fire Rescue and
Mercy Ambulance for
their help, Cherry
Corner Church and
Brother Welch for
coming and giving us
their prayers, the florist
for the beautiful flowers
neighbors,
and
reLatives, and friends
foAoming and giving us
their prayers. To all
these and others we
express our greatest
gratitude and please
continue to pray for us.
The Children and
Grandchildren.
6 Help Wanted
IMMEDIME OPENING
for full time sales
personnel with shoes
and clothing experience.
Age 25-40. This is a local
privately
downtown
owned business. In
applying give age,
marital status, number
of chil(lren and ages,
experience with 3
character references.
Apply in own handwriting to P.O. Box 161,
Hazel, Ky. 42049.
RECEPTIONIST for
doctors office. Should
have' pleasant personality, typing and
filing stills. Experience
but not
preferred
required. Send resume
to MCC, Box 631,
Murray, Ky.

Christmas tree stand,
$2 00. Call 753-3248.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX

SALES

SALE + CHAINSAW
chains, %" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,
$11.95. 16" bar, $9.96. 90"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
WOOD FOR SALE. Call
437-4620.
BATH TUB Enclosure
kits. Marbleized and
solid colors can be installed by amateur.
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple.
FULL LENGTH grey
wool coat. Size 12, worn
3times,$50 or best offer.
Call 153-9571.
ONE CHINA CABINET.
Two sewing machines.
Three wash kettles. One
fish kettle from Dr.
Wells camp on Ky.
Lake. Chairs of all
kinds. Dishes, pots,
pans, roasters. One 10
gallon jar, perfect
condition. Flower pots,
vases. Milk can and
strainer. Wagon hubs.
Also fat ducks for
Christmas, guineas.
Phone 436-2405.
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue.753-6767.
FIREWOOD, $15.00, rick
up,to 24". Call 436-2149.
MIRROR SALE PLUS
glass showcases. Tub
and shower enclosures
and storm windows and
doors. M and G Cornete Glass, Dixieland C
enter. Call 753-0180.
ONE TWIN SIZE bed,
chest and desk to match.
190. Four new 220 volt
• baseboard heaters with
thermostats, $35 each.
Call 753-8821.
CLEAN RUGS, like new.
So easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
16. Home Furnishings
ELECTRIC-STOVE, $40.
G. E. refrigerator, $40.
Both white. Call 7539911.
BEAUTIFUL couch and
chair with two free
matching end tables.
Cheap. Call 753-7573.
TWIN BED with mattresses. Two twin size
foam rubber mattresses
with mattress covers.
Stove, refrigerator,
childs rocker, high
chair, potty chair and
miscellaneous. Call 5272531 from 8 to 5 p.m.,
753-0941 after 6 p.m.

CHI
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and service. Call Tony
Montgomery,

753-6760

day or night
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-4359.
24 Hour answering
service.

19. Farm Equipment

apse 7 p.m. Owe 12 pa.

fres Ow University Wiser
Shop, WI N. 164. Chimer
Des Ilicorme, formerly el
WW1& Surber Shop. Mew
fy et
Fer Wrest Sr
Myllep ‘ell 7511,53.

NO 3-1r5 SEEN FrEViEwri4e
ALL MORN Wei
EYE5
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II) Home Futto,nint's

ELECTRIC STOVE, self
cleaning oven. $175.

SEASONS
GREETING

or•
Advertls•rs
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
This
correction.
newspop•r will boo
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion.
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY VS PROMPTLY IN CASE OrAN
ERROR.

6 Help Wanted

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah,Ky.
FERGUSON
MASSEY
510 combine with 4 row
corn header. Call Dale
Barnett 753-3787.
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CHRISTMAS GIFT
Specials. Heavy duty
truck tool boxes, $89.95.
Standard boxes, $79.95.
Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. International wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 3957463.

MO1
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PAI
75:1
POOL TABLE including
accessories. Cost $400
new, sell for $150• Call
753-9773.
22 Musical
LOWERY ORGANS.
Storey and Clark piano.
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 58 between
Benton-Mayfield, turn
at Harvey. Call 527-8955.
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.
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STARR SPINET piano.
Good condition. $300.
Call 753-0542.
BALDWIN PIANOS-and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano 8ompany, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
'Antique Mall, Court
Square Murray, Kentucky.
LOWERY Magic Genie 44
organ. Automatic rhythm. Like new. One year
old. Call 489-2400.

PIANO IN
STORAGE
Beautiful ,spinetconsole - stored
Reported
locally.
like new. Responsible party can take a
big saving on low
payment
balance.
Write Joplin Piano
Co., Joplin, Missouri
64.8°124 Miscellaneous
FRUIT TREES, apple,
' peach, pear and plum.
Standards and dwarfs.
Shirley Garden- Center
has all your favorites,
500 $1. 4th. Call 753-8944.
1974 FORD pickup. 1972
Yamaha
motorcycle.
Antique wood burning
cook stove. Antique
Singer treadle sewing
machine- Call 753-7865.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
Phone 1,443-7323.
26 TV Radio
1975 SYLVANIA 25" color
consolt T.V. with
ren4ote control. $375.
Cali 753-71.60.

4
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31 Want To Rent

CHRISTMAS SALE on all
1977 Zenith TV's and
stereos. One year free
service on all sets.
Sissions Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. Call 382-2426.
Open Sundays 14, Daily
7-6.
27 Mobile Home Sales
24 x 52 DOUBLE WIDE
1972
Hallmark, 3
bedroom, 2 full baths,
utility room, carpet and
storm windows. Unfurnished except for
kitchen. Approximate
price $8,200. Call 7530619 or 240 Riviera Ct.
HOLLY PARK 12 x 62,
with expando and
screened porch. Outstanding buy. Call 7533280.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 50, 2 BEDROOM, all
electric
furnished
mobile home. Deposit
required. No singles.
Located 11
/
2 miles East
----- • of-Afterrai-ett Ptirate
lot. Call 753-9829.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.,
31 lilLint To Rent
PASTURE LAND. Call
753-0967 after 6 p.m.
WANT TO RENT corn
and bean ground for 1977
season. Call 354-6644
after 5 p.m. or 753-1440.
UNFURNISHED 2 or 3
bedroom house South of
Murray. Married couple
with
child.
Good
references. Call 4748832.

SMALL HOUSE or
apartment, unfurnished.
Mature working lady.
Call 753-8056.
32 Apartments or Rent

ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.
34. Houses For Rent
THREE
BEDROOM
house unfurnished. No
pets. 1305 Vine. Call 7535898.
FURNISHED house for
college boys. Available
now. Call 7534040 or 7622701.

Individual, Male or Female, needed full or part-time to distribute world famous Kodak film and other photo products
through company established locations Make this your
year for independence $4995 00 investment Guaranteed 12
month merchandise repurchase agreement
CALL Mr. Martin(Toll Frain 1400448.12013 or Collect A614228-1751

Monday to Friday,9 a.m. to 6 p.m. • Sat.lam,tot p.m E.S.T.
awns: FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.,
FIRESTONE BUILDING SINCE 1946
162 N. 3rd St., Columbus, Ohio 43215

The gift
thath always
right.

Gift Certificate
_ 41
Chucks Music Center
753-3682

46 Homes For Sale

TWO BEDROOM furnished house,gas heat in
the country. Garden
spot. No pets. Call 7537671.

ONE REGISTERED
female Beagle. Good
rabbit dog. One Coon
dog started. Also Beagle
pups. Call 753-7126.
AKC REGISTERED
Boxer puppies. Male
and female. Call 7534412
or 753-0957.
AKC GERMAN SHORT
haired Pointer puppies.
Excellent blood lines.
$40 and up. Call 354-8776.
4) P,

E

DON'T DRIVE to school,
let your children walk to
school if you purchase
this neat and attractive
3 bedroom home 1 block
from Murray High
School. Home has many
outstanding features
economic
including
central gas heat, central
electric air, pegged oak
floor in entry hall, patio,
garage, nice landscaping and reasonable
price in mid 30's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. for more information
on this
charming home.
TWO ACRES OF land
• east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.

0)p

dIr SHE SAID SHE DIDN'T WANT ANYTHING FOR CHRISTMAS, SHE DIDN'T
MEAN NOTHING AT ALL"
43 Real Estate
43 ACRE FARM located
on Highway 94-E of
Murray. This farm has
good tobacco barn. Also
2 stock ponds. Approximately /
1
2 mile of
highway frontage. Many
good buildilg sites.
Would consider dividing
into smaller tracts.
Fulton Young Realty,
408 South 4th, 753-7333.

From

<KKOPPERUD
REALTY 111

75 ACRE TRACT Near
Kentucky Lake. This
land is ideal for cattle or
horse farm - all fenced
with
good
ponds,
tobacco base, modern
stable with water and
electricity, other outbuildings on beautiful
rolling land. Brick 2
bedroom home with
fireplace, central
electric heat and air,
and 3 car carport
overlooks countryside
with
lovely
view.
Reasonably priced, so
phone us at Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222, for
more information on
this choice property.
ROBERTS REALTY your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
10 ACRES FOR SALE - 7
trifles East of Murray on
Highway 732(Irvin Cobb
Road),2 miles from Ky.
Lake.-Beautiful building
site on good blacktop
road. Mature timber
and open land. Call 7537580 after 5:00 p.m.

tt:WAWAWAWAAW-A

JUST LISTED unique 4
bedroom showcase
offering Williamsburg
Decor of elegance and
warmth - enticing
features include 2
fireplaces, 4 baths, rec.
room with cooking
facilities, built-in kitchen with indirect
lighting, workshop for
Dad, play room for
children, craft room for
Mom - privacy abounds
the two secluded walled
patios surrounded by
two acres of trees - floor
plan ideal for family
with teenagers or live in
inlaws - will consider
Pk. 753-1222
trade. Gay Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
-4, 753-7724.

N

45 Farms For Sale
FARM PROPERTY, 67
acres located 21.2 miles
west of Crossland on
Jones Mill Road. Approximately 28 acres in
cultivation has good
barn and large pond.
Also on good gravel
$20:0011Fidton Young Realty,
408 South 4th, 753-7333.
46 Homes For Sale

WE HAVE beautiful
wooded lots on 641
South. Excellent for
home or trailer, also
in
lot
beautiful
Panarama Shores,
Lynnwood 'Estates and
Fairview Acres and
Meadow Green Acres.
Call for details. Fulton
Young Realty, 408 South
4th, 753-7333.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 CHEVROLET Impalls, good condition,
50,000 miles. $1515.00.
Call 767-4793.
1970 LTD 9 passenger
station wagon with
double power and air.
$925.00. Phone 354-6217.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.

4/ M,

COUNSELOP

FOR ALL YOUR insurance or real estate
-needs. Call Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, 753-3263. Across
from Post Office.

Happy Holidays

,

GIFT •

A GOOD inexpensive one
bedroom home located
on Ky 121 at Coldwater.
Community
water
system. House is on nice
level lot that could be
used for a future
business location. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505
Main
Street,
Murray, 753-0101 or call
Brice Ratterree at 7535921.

711 Main

W
THREE
BEDROOM brick_ home
in Oaks Estates. Large
living room, and entrance hall, den with
fireplace, 2½ baths,
double garage with
storage room. Central
heat and air pump.
Concrete
drive.
Beautifully decorated
throughout. $45,000. For
appointment call 4354578 after 5.

lib To' Rent Or lease

MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS. All FOR RENT-storage or
warehouse. 1600 sq. ft.
electric.
Stove,
Call 753-4857 days, 753refrigerator, and water
7244 nights.
furnished. One and two
bedroom apartments.
Available now. Call 753- FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
8668.
side court square
south
APARTMENT FURMayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
NISHED or unfurnished
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247in nice brick duplex.
2633.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. Apply
FOR LEASE - Building,
at 213 Elm.
20 x 60 on 305 N.4th. Call
753-5881.
r'OR RENT: large two
bedroom apartment.
Range and refrigerator
37 Liuestoth Supplies
furnished. Faculty
Apartments, 16th and HINDS HOG SALE Valentine. Call 753-4342
Wednesday December
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
29, 1976, 1:00 p. m.
Hainpshires,
Yorkshires, Landrace,
and Crossbreds. Boars,
FOR
bred gilts, and open
gilts. 250 head sell. For
RENT
further information call
Nice furnished apartor write Hinds Farms
meta' fOr-3-or-4-glits
Willow Springs, Mo.
near campus. Also
Phone 417-469-2029.
efficiency apartments for girls. Phone
38 Pets Supplies
7534865 days, 7535198 after 8:00 p.m.
AKC REGISTERED
Cairn Terrier. Female,4
months old. Lovable and
very affectionate. Call
33 Room, En, Rrnt
436-2502.

DISTRIBUTOR POLAROID
KODAK
KEYSTONE
EVEREADY
WANTED
HOLSON ALBUMS
WESTINGHOUSE

1411 Main

Another View

34 Houses For Rent

31E

BY, OWNER: Two
bedroom brick house,
fireplace, garage,
storage building, large
shady lot. $25,500. Call
753-5818.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
home, den, large utility
room, 2 outbuildings,
apple trees, -2 miles
South of shopping center
on 641. Call 753-0154.
NEW
THREE
BEDROOM brick home
in beautiful Lynnwood
Estates. This hotne has
central heat and air.
Also many nice features
in the dining area.
Garage has entrances
from side street. Only
two miles from town.
Fulton Young Realty,
408 South 4th, 753-7333.
FOR SALE- water front
home - Cypress Creek.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
living room with wet bar
and built-ins, dining
room, kitchen, dishwasher, disposal, self
cleaning oven, utility
room, washer-dryer, 2
car garage plus carport.
Covered dock. One acre
lot. $65,000. Call 901-2328661.
_
BY OWNER -2 bedroom
brick, fireplace, garage,
patio, large shaded lot.
$25,500. Call 753-5818.

YAMAHA MINI Endure.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.
30 IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.
48 Automotive Strrore
TAIL GATE for 1971
Chevrolet
pickup.
Heavy duty bumpers for
pickup. Call 436-2149.

1969 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR, steering,
brakes and air. $450.
Call 753-8487.
1968 V.W. Good condition
with rebuilt engine. $600.
Call 763-9217 after ft p.m.
1910 CHEVROLET Impala 2 door hardtop,
mags and air shocks.
Call 753-6586.
1974 V.W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
753-3185.
50 Campers

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 DATSUN, 2 door,
good condition. $1,350.
Call 489-2595.

16' TRAILER, camper.
sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51 Seroces Offered

FOUR WHEEL Drive 3,4
ton Dodge pickup, 1973.
$2,150. Call 753-5532.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

1973
CHEVROLET
Suburban,
power
steering, power brakes
and air condition.
Radial tires. $2,950. Call
7534532.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

1968
CHEVROLET
Caprice, 4 door hardtop.
$350. Call 489-2216.
1960
CHEVROLET
pickup. Wide bed, 283 V8, standard shift. 8350.
Call 753-9189 or 753-8124
after 5 p.m.
1969 GMC pickup. Custom
cab. Air. Automatic.
7,900 actual miles.
Brand new. Call 7539773.
1974 COMET 2 door, six
cylinder, 3 speed. 27,000
miles. Like new. $2250.
Call 753-9773.
CHEVROLET
1975
pickup, 4 wheel, drive.
AM-FM tape player, tilt
wheel, air, factory
wheels. Sharp. Gall after
5:30, 437-4799.
1973
CUTLASS
SUPREME 2 door
hardtop, power brakes
and steering, air, AM- •
FM tape, road wheels.
40,000 miles. $2,950. Call
after 5, 753-5151.
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Attention Farmers!!!
Balance your expenses and income. Be sure to
have what you want when you want it.
If You Pay Now
1. Hutson Chemical Company will guarantee NO
price increase to date of delivery.
2. If Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit
of the cheaper pride.
3. If material is available anywhere at a cheaper
price Hutson will refund money or meet the
price.

Free Protection
More Service
Better Results
Lower Prices
Bulk Loading and
Spreader Service
anytime-by appointment

Hutson Chemical
Co., Inc. _
Murray,Ky.42071
Hours: Mon.-Fri.
7:00 a.m.-5:00p.m.
Closed Dee.24 St Dec. 25 & New Year's Day
Phone 502-753-1933
Ky. Toll Free No. 1-800-592-3969
"Inaimmemawinwimmiu

LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.

3E,
ME=
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
Shopw.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.

I Services Offered
NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading bacidilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
UPHOLSTERING
custom and specializing
in antiques. Call 7530493.

•FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
KIRBY CARPET CARE
Service.
Residential;
clean rugs of all kinds.
mobile home - hookup
and service. Licensed.' In business, homes, and
institution rugs come
Roger Fain, 435-4639.
clean
-by
steam cleaning.
Free
GENERAL 'BACKHOE
estimates. 24 hour anwork, while gravel,
swering service, 500
bank gravel. Call 436Maple 753-0359.
2306.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
put
and
Wilson
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.

MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning,
aluminum;Aikarning..._2
roofs sealed. Call
evenings, 753-1873, Jack
Glover.

GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass
renlacement. M and G
Complete Glass,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center, 753-0180.

ELECTRICIAN. Trouble
shooting, specialty. Call
Sandy Harmon,753-4484.

IINSENVIC
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erase

CARPET CLEANING
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying,
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
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ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

uOMI

Reel tersely SlEN a day
9.4-Air New Store
11410 Caner /Wan

Anniversary

56th

Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Ahart

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
floored, ready te us.. Oily a few beadier,
earkeis ekes, left is stock at eel prism. ley the best for
It"CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 7S3-0914

DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.

$425.00 se,

13-J WILSON Trucking.
Dozer, gravel and dirt.
Call 474-8854, 527-1969, or
527-1315.

Dresses

ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, aircondition, appliances,
water pumps, water
_ heaters and wiring. 30
Years eiperience. tall
rA36-5676.
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete '
,patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8600.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
WILL DO inside_or outside painting and sin-a' 11
carpentry work. Phone
527-99590
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0605.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
4-2586.

I

Happy

GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service_ Call_ Tony _
Montgomery. 753-6760,
day or night.
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HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

dO

Jumpsuits
4
0

The Youth Shop
504 Main - Murray

cps" Red GOWilS and

Robes

Bankamericord - Master Charge

Christmas
Specials!
Silver and Pewter
Gift Items
Wide Variety of

Place Mats &
Napkin Sets
Selection of

Sheets
in:
King, Queen, Full and Tvvin
sizes

Towel Sets
Unfinished tables and chairs
and much much more All
reasanat)ly priced.

The Blackford House
1804 Coldwater Rood
Hours 10-8 Mon.-Thurs.
Open Christmas Eve

753 8660
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Postoftice Will
Close, Holidays
The Murray Postoffice will
close the windows at four p.m.
on Friday, December 24, to
start the observance of the
Christmas holidays.
The postoffice will be closed
all
day
on
Saturday,
December 25, and no dispatch
of incoming or outgoing mail
will be made. The lobby will
be open for the stamp machine
and box patrons.

Christmas Masses
Planned At St
Leo's Church
Christmas Masses will be
offered at St. Leo's Catholic
Church . at 6:30 p. m. on
Christmas eve; at midnight;
at 8 a. m. and 11 a. m. on
Christmas day.
A half-hour program of
congregational singing of
Christmas carols and hymns
will begin at 11:30 Christmas
eve and the Mass will begin at
midnight.

LOOK WHAT
$
99
BUYS DURING
OUR 1/2 MILLION
DOLLAR DIAMUND
CLEARANCE

TIMES, Tlaiirsdny, December 23, 1976

This Is A Christmas Story To Remember

I Deaths and Funerals I

MIDWEST CITY, Okla.
I AP) -7 Some Christmas
stories are to remember. This
is one.
It comes from the Future
Homemakers of America at
Midwest City High School. For
four years it has warmed
them, inspired them. It has,
for them, buried the cold din of
commercialism beneath the
spirit the season seeks.
It happened because of a
letter from a 9-year-old girl
named Debbie. She addressed
it to Santa Claus and to that

other, often-forgotten figure canned goods and laughter.
Here it is. Clip it out. Pin it prison he is only 19 years old. I
for whom the holiday was
And it doesn't end when the to the Christmas tree.
will .pray tonight and every
named.
tree comes down. The girls
night that you will answer my
"Dear Jesus and Santa letter."
So unselfish was Debbie's follow up their "families"
Claus,
letter, so elemental in its faith through the year.
"My name is Debbie and I
and hope and love, that it
"It sounds trite," said their
propelled a schoolgirls' moderator, Marilyn Butler, a am 9 years old and I have a
project into a community bubbly blonde woman with little sister Tina she is 3 years
Mrs. Loris 0. Roprs,school
Funeral services for Mrs.
endeavor.
more energy than all her old and a new baby brother
Euna Thompson Bucy are teacher in special education,
In Midwest City, no big charges combined, -but I James he is 3 months old.
being held today at 1:30 p. m. died Wednesday at 6:50 p. m.
newspaper or well-heeled believe the girls see the truth Jesus tell my little brother hi
at the chapel of the Blalock- at the Murray-Calloway
civic group organizes yuletide of what Christmas is supposed for me the one you took with
at
Hospital.
Her death
Coleman Funeral Home with County
almsgiving. But a graup of 62 to mean, not just a one-shot you last year. Tell him we still
the Rev. Gerald Owen of- the age of 58 followed an exlove him and will see him soon
young ladies operate out of a deal to make you feel good.
ficiating and the Murray tended illness.
and you too Jesus.
high school classrpom filled
"They've
learned
how
to
The Murray woman was a
Church of the Nazarene Trio
"Tell Santa Claus we need
each afternoon viith clothes, help their fellow man without
providing the song services. member of the Grace Baptist
food and clothes and beddamaging
his
sense
of
dignity.
Serving as pallbearers are
We know the families we help. clothes to keep us warm this
Joe Pat Coleman, Mac
winter and our baby brother
By
name."
Thompson,
Coleman, Otiste
needs some milk and food and
The
Future
Homemakers,
(Continued from Page
Lloyd Thompson, Bill Mcwith the agreement of the Post bed clothes too.
Cuiston, and Willis Buoy.
Margie Woods, who runs one shepherds„ three angels, Mary
"Santa if you have any toys
Office,
four years ago took on
Burial will be in the Mc,—
after all the other kids can
left
of the groceries, says three and Joseph. They just stand
the
job
of
answering the mail
Cuiston Cemetery.
we have some. Do yoy
churches put on a nativity there and there is a taped
addressed
to
Santa
elaus.
Mrs. Bucy, age 77, died
scene. Its..become a tradition recording _of the Christmas
It was fun — still is; they your sled is big enough to
Tuesday at 2:20 p. in, at the
here —the biggest event of the story.
haven't given up the project, bring us a Christmas tree so it
County
Murray-Calloway
"Everything is alive but the and still thrill
year.
at opening will be a real Christmas for us.
Hospital. A resident of New
even
have letters addressed like this:
"Jesus tell my little brother
"It's real people, and we baby. We
Concord, she was the wife of
merry Christmas for us.
have three shifts, and a lot of burrows," she said.
"To
Santa
Claus.
North
Pole
Robert Dewey Bucy who died
"It's just been sn_many_ or. South Pole.---I. can't--_ fifem_ Christmas to _p_pu too.
people are—involved' Mrs.
November 29, 1970. She was a
And Santa,thank you.
Woods said. "We have the years, we don't have to start remember which."
member of the New Mt.
"Debbie.
men, four toe far ahead on our planwise
three
Or
opening
a
letter
from
8Carmel Baptist Church and
ning," she continued. "We year-old Melissa, who
"P.S. And thank you for
sent
was the daughter of the late
have the same scene and the Santa a picture and wanted taking time to listen to me.
Robert Bennett Thompson and
manger and other stuff is him to do the same, figuring With all my love. And please
Ida Bucy Thompson.
stored in a barn here in town." the ones she sees all look
alike Jesus let my uncle get out of
Survivors include one
The event began Wednesday and couldn't be the "reel"
daughter, Mrs. Hafford Glen
In 1975, 27 million workers
night and will continue Santa.
( Audrey Lou) Sills, 902 Pogue,
were involved in disputes backthrough Christmas, Mrs.
Or
from
Barbara
Stevenson,
Murray; one son, Charlie
ed by strikes or lockouts comMrs. Loris 0. Rogers
said.
who wanted to get better pared with 26 million
"The Word Was Made Woods
Wade Bucy, New Concord;
in 1974, in
generations,
For
we've
acquainted: -Wake me at 60 countries covered in a surtwo sisters, Mrs. Minnie Church. Born February 15.. Flesh" will be the subject of
vey by the International Labour
the sermon by the Rev. Dr. done this,7.she said."I used to midnight."
Pittman and Mrs. Opal 1918, in Calloway Countyi
stand in it. Now I have three
Among the letters, each Organization.
Moody, New Concord; three was the daughter of Mrs. J.. C. William P. Mullins, Jr., at the
children who stand in it. It year, are voices like Debbie's,
brothers, Finis and Wade (Birdie ) Outland and the late 9:45 a. m. services on Sunday,
December 26, at the Story's really means so much to us small cries for help — "A
Thompson, Murray Route Rev. Joe Carlos Outland.
Mrs. Rogers is survived by Chapel United Methodist here. It's just normal, the blanket" ... "a tree with
Five, and Norman Thompson,
biggest event we have, and lights" ... "a job for my
St. Petersbdrg, Fla.; three her husband, W. H. (Haydon) Church and at the eleven a. m.
people know what to do mother."
Rogers,
her
Mrs.
mother,
and
at
services
South
Pleasant
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Vinie
in Wednesday's advertisement
because we've been doing it
These are the ones the
Thompson and Mrs. Gladys Outland, 201 South 13th Street, Grove Church. His scripture
long."
se
for
a wrong address appeared for
Future Homemakers search
Sadler, Buchanan, Tenn., and Murray; two daughters, Mrs. will be from John 1:1-18.
The
sheriff
and
Mrs.
Woods
out.
Nell
1609'
Evans,
,
2
Hamilton,
At South Pleasant Grove the
Mrs. Maude Bucy, Fern
The first year they found 16
Murray, and Miss Donna church choir, directed by Mrs. agreed that thousands of
Terrace Lodge, Murray.
Rogers, Birmingham, Ala.; L. D. Cook, Jr., with Mrs. Otto persons will drive through families. The second, 20. The
The correct address is
three sons, Charles Tubbs, Erwin as organist and Tommy town, park their cars to view third, 35. That's about all their
South 12th Street, Murray, Gaines as pianist, will sing the scene and listen to the resources can manage, 35.
They raise money themselves,
Rev. W. H. Rogers, Jr., Cadiz, "Angels We Have Heard On music.
-They come by busloads, buy necessities, see to the
and Gary Rogers, Nashville, High" at the morning serfrom Indiana, Ohio, all over," families' welfare throughout
Tenn.
vices.
Survivors also include two
"A Christmas Mosaic" will Mrs. Woods said. "It's the year.
They ask other groups to
sisters, Mrs. Vada Bell, Park be the theme of the 6:30 p. m. amazing.
-We almost have a traffic help — civic clubs, social
City, and Mrs. Sara McDaniel, services on Sunday at South
Jam, in Bethlehem," she said, clubs — and if anybody is too
Miss Annie L. Hooper of Crawfordsville, Ark.; two Pleasant Grove Church.
laughing.
Puryear, Tenn., died Tuesday brothers, Joe Beale Outland,
busy to listen, they can show
Mrs. Peyton said maybe it's them Debbie's letter, the
at one p. m. at the Murray- Alrno Route One, and David
because the price of stamps letter that started it all.
Calloway County Hospital. Outland, Knoxville, Tenn.; six
has gone up, but she's not as
She was 81 years of age.
grandchildren; two great
41•111111111/
busy this time of year as she
The deceased was a retired grandchildren.
once was.
registered nurse, and was a
The funeral will be held
"It's been right smart, but
graduate of St. Thomas School Friday at two p. m. at the
The annual Christmas Eve not like it's been before," she
of Nursing, Nashville, Tenn., chapel of the J. H. Churchill
0‘..icamit
where she worked until her Funeral Home with the Rev. service will be held in the said of business at the post
retirement. Born February 20, R. J. Burpoe officiating and sanctuary of the First office. "Mostly this year it's
1895, in Henry County, Tenn., the music by the Grace Christian Church (Disciples of been people collecting postshe was the daughter of the Baptist Church Choir with Christ) on Friday, December marks. But we have a stencil,
late Lacurgus and Dixie Leland Peeler as leader and 24, at eight p.m. with the with three wise men on it and
minister, the Rev. Dr. David a star, and we get more mail
Taylor Hooper.
Dwane Jones as organist.
Miss Hooper is survived by
Burial will be in the Murray C. Roos in charge of the in December than in four or
service.
one sister, Mrs. Eula Memorial Gardens.
five normal months."
Dr. Roos said this canValenting of Paducah, a niece,
She said she's known
Friends may call at the
Mrs. Neil G.Smith of Jackson, funeral home after three p. m. dlelight communion service tourists to drive "all the way
will be open to the public with down from Ohio and Indiana"'
Tenn., three great nieces and today )Thursday).
two great nephews. She was
Prior to her death, Mrs. Eugene Scott and Lyle Un- to have ttieir cards and
preceded in death by another Rogers had requested that derwood serving as elders.
packages stamped with the
Reading poems will be Paul Bethlehem stencil.
sister, Mrs. Ora Poynter, and expressions of sympathy take
a brother, J. C. Hooper.
-But the volume just isn't
the form of donations to the Austin, Joanna Fleming, and
The funeral was held this American Cancer Fund or the Melanie Roos. Mark Austin what it used to be,"she said.
morning at eleven a. m. at the National Association of will be the candlelighter.
,God bless us,
Mrs. Margaret Porter will
Puryear United Methodist Retarded Children.
every one...
gibs 24 beets
sing a solo, "Old Sacred
Church with burial in the
and
especially
you. Our
Warbling
Lullaby."
Puryear Cemetery.
dial 753-2310
thanks
to
one
and all.
The poinsettia on the piano
•trius in CM* Pr•tel
Merry
7he
will be in memory of Vincent
• Dellman, I..him
Temple Hill Lodge To
liort•IL 1•17
PS.
Lindeen by his family, and
Christmas
poinsettias on the chancel rail
Saes Office
Cala*
to our man%
Hold Meeting Monday
will be from Dr. Clegg Austin.
%wing Gator
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Holy Communion will be
der oied
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 celebrated at St. John's
Free and Accepted Masons Episcopal Church, Main and
NI I rims.
will meet Monday, December Broach Streets, on Friday,
iIh
27, at 6:00 p. m. at the lodge December 24, Christmas Eve,
thanks.
•
hall.
at 11:30 p.m.
The meeting will be for the
Acolytes will be Ben Moore,
purpose of the election of Mike Shore, and Robert
officers for 1977. All Master Whitmer. The Rev. Stephen
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Masons of the Temple Hill Davenport, vicar of the Church will hold regular
Lodge are urged to attend„, church, will conduct the worship services on Sunday,
said Ken Mill, master of the services which are open to the 'December 26, at eleven am
lodge.
and 6:30 p.m. with Sunda
Closing 6:00 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 23, 1976
public.
School at ten a.m. and Church
Reopening 9.00 a.m. Monday, Dec. 27, 1976
Training at 5:30 p.m.
"The Grandest Night Of All
The Year" will be the subject
of the sermon by the pastor.
the Rev. Lloyd Perrin, at the
morning worship hour. His
Closing 3:00 p.m. Friday, Dec. 31, 1976
scripture will be from the
Reopening 9:00 a.m. Monday, Jan. 3, 1,977
second chapter of Luke.
Pual Henderson, music
Brenda's
director, will direct the
congregational singing and
Beauty Salon
also the choir in a special
Awls hiff's Shepplig(mow
70,
selection.
753-45112

Services Are Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Bucy

Mrs. Loris Rogers
Dies; Was Former
School Teacher

Rooms and Spirits. . •

Dr. Mullins Will!
Speak Sunday At
Two Churches

Correction

LADIES CLUSTER

Begley's

Registered Nurse,

STAR SOLITAIRE

Annie L Hooper,

Begley's

Dies At Hospital

Central Shopping Center

Christian Church
To Hold Service
On Christmas Eve

DIAMOND DUO SET

40101641,/
g1M110.
0,
0111ftlari•Olehr,04

OiAMOND TRIO

Sears

.Deal 23 ELECTRIC
WATER HEATER
; CUT NitII
$25

!JI.Ga
saisiposiver
WATER HEATER
INSTALLATION

Episcopal Church

MATCHING BANDS

Plans Services

4"
1 -` g"404
DIAMOND EARRINGS

MICHELSON'S
'NNIF
alleSSEN146

(
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Sean

Rev. Perrin Will
Speak At Poplar
Spring Church

Holiday Schedule
Christmas

To Help You
Celebrate Christmas
We will be serving our

New Years

Christmas
Buffet

20% OFF

All Handbags

From 11 AM to 4 PM

WilliAt 5 LOA'
rrtiir IIIICI

—Now Iii Christmas

Thanks and a Merry Christmas
from all of us at
We will close 8 p.m
Christmas be Night
Coffee Shop Open 6 a.m
For Breakfast

Step ..eadder

We wish everyone a
Very Merry Christmas

tin Zone
Dixieland Shopping Center
753-7598

Hwy 641-S

•

•••

gederal Savings
loan
Phone
7the
Mein
I I I array
Branch 7534921

